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1Introduction
Geographical '^"TVie Old Testament Y/orld, may, roughly speaking, be
said to be inclosed by five bodies of v/ater, naraely, the
Mediterranean, the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, the Persian
Gulf, and the Red Sea. The countries lying along these
vrnters prominently associated v/ith Hebrew history are Arabia,
in the center, most probably the original home of the Hebrews
as of the Semitic race in general; Babylonia, Assyria, and
Mesopotamia, lying north in the valley of the Euphrates and
Tigris; Egypt, in the Nile valley to the south; and the "isles
of the Sea," by v^hich are meant the coastlands as v/ell as the
islands of the Mediterranean as far vrest as Tarshidkin Spain.
In the very center of the entire region lies Palestine, or
Canaan, the lemd of the Hebre%7s ." "^"The land Y<rhere the Hebrews
finally crystallized into a nation is a strip of mountain and
fertile valley that lies along the eastern Mediterranean coast
and extends inland for perhaps a hundred miles. Today it is
divided into tv/o parts: (l) the northern half, extending from
Damascus and Beirut to Alexandretta and the Euphrates, and
named Syria; (2) and the southern half, reaching from the same
dividing line to the desert and the Egyptian boundary, and called
1, Per it z. Old Testament History , p. 32
2. Bailey and Kent, Histon/ of the Hebrew Cotrjnomvealth
, pp. 9-10

zPalestine or the Holy Land," ^"V/hat vre now call Palestine, the
land on both sides of the Jordan, is a comparatively small bit of
earth, only about eight thousand, five hundred square miles in
extent; that is, a little more than the area of Ivlassachusetts , or
of Wales and Herefordshire."
This then, is the land ajid home of the People of Israel.
A narrow strip of land, lying along the eastern Mediterranean
coast. A territory about one hundred and fifty miles in length,
and one hundred miles in breadth. A small region, a little
larger thsjn the State of Massachusetts; and divided into east and
v/est hy the river Jordan. A territory, placed in the hub position
of the lands of the east. A ragged, hilly, country, with fertile
valleys and pastures; v/ith rocky desert regions; a country v/hich
on the "Whole is arid end dry. This is the setting for the
historic drama of the people of Israel.
"What reasons can we offer for entering into a study of
a nation, which, small in total numbers, inhabits such a seemingly
insignificant place on the earth? The priraary factor is the
Hebrev/ religion, which has been such a tremendous moral force
in the viorld, Growiiig out of it we have our ovm Christian
faith end religion, v^hich has carried the growth of civilization,
parallel to its ov/n development. Just as from the Greek and
Cora ill. History of the People of Israel
, p. 10

Iaiad Roman \vorlds we receive our intellectual heritare, so fron
the Hebrevj -world, vre take our religious legacy. '"JusVas on
the secular side our v/hole intellectual life is rooted in
Hellas and Latium, so on the relij^Lous side it is rooted in
Israel: Israel gave the world the true God and the true
religion." Fron the Old Testament world as a -whole, r/e get
many contrTout ions in the fields of art and science. Brick-
uiaking, arch construction, medicine, mathematics, astronomy,
literature, and art in general have come as a part of our
heritage. "But the chief claim of the Hehrev/ vrorld to our
regard lies in the fact that the ideals of democracy -which
today are -winning acceptance among all civilized races first
deA/eloped vdthin this area.... It v/as in the soil of the "barren
steppe lands that encircle Palestine and among the nomadic
tribes of the vdlderness that the seeds of democracy first
took root.,,, In time their ideals regarding the fundamental
rights of man and. his duties to his fellows were expressed in
definite laws, and all later democratic legislation is largely
an unfolding of Avhat is there set forth in principle."
Significance The seventh century B. C. v/as a significant era in
of Seventh
Century B.C. Hebrew history. Up to this period, there had been two independ-
ent nations, Israel to the north, and Judah of the south,
comprising the Hebrew people. In the year 722 E. C, Sair.aria
^Corn ill, History of the People of Israel
Bailey and Kent, History of the Hebrev; Corrimonv;ealth
, pp. 13-14
•
4fell beneath the impact of Assyrian military po^er, under the
leadership of S argon 11. This monarch deported a laro;e group of
the citizens of the city, aiid repopulated the place with people
from other sections of Asia. In this "way, the national spirit of
Israel was lost, and the tribes of the north v/ere absorbed i^to
other peoples. The kingdom of the north fell, and its inhabitants
were dispersed. The ten tribes vanished from sight. The breakup
of Israel left Judali the task of carrying on Hebrev/ thought and
tradition. Judali, as well as the other countries of the east,
was faced during this century with the task of keeping peace
through submission to the powerful and warlike empire of Assyria.
This period marks the final glory and greatness of this remarkable
nation. Under Sennacherib, Esharhaddon and Ashurbanipal, the
Assyrian Empire reached its height. This empire controlled the
east during this time; but in the year 612 E, C, Nineveh fell
under the advance of the combined pov/er of the t^jcdos and the
Chaldeans. Like its victim Israel, Assyria vanished from the
earth, and departed from sight as a world power. Egypt, the
other great neighbor of Judah, v/as in the main quiescent during
this century. There was, however, in the closing years of the
period, a revival of Egyptian power under IJecho. This mo\'ement
was of no great consequence, as r'ebuchadrezzer met and defeated
Necho in 605 B. C, at the battle of Carchemish.
Historical Judah felt the curse of the reign of Manasseh,
during v/hich time there was the great reaction against the
religion of Yaweh, in favor of the idolatrous religions of the

5cast. He Tvas folloxred by Amon, v/ho in turn v/as f ollo-;;'^'? "'^y
Josiah, a v/ise and just king. Under Josiah, conditions v^^ere
improved, and religious reform Avas enacted. And finally ^ve
close our period with the disastrous history of the capture of
Jerusalem by the Babylonians in 586 B. C, follov/ed by the subse-
quent Babylonian exile. This capture and destruction of
Jerusalem, ajid the follo^ving exile, marks ive nay say, the end
of any great organized Hebrev/ state. (This statement is relative,
taking into consideration the history of the revived Jevfish
state under the Maccabees.)
Religious In the field of religion, this century is important
for the Hebrevr nation. It opened -with the superficial religious
reforms under King Hezekiah, These reforms Trere followed by a
period of violent reaction, in v/hich the evils that they sought
to correct v/ere revived. The religion of the prophets was
despised; the prophetic party >vas persecuted, and much innocent
blood was shed. The idolatrous religions again came into favor,
TJ-ith their accompaniments of immoralities. The period of
Josiah is very significant; for it was during his reign that the
Book of the Lavj-, or Deuteronomy was discovered in the temple.
The finding of this book led to a new religious reform, ^7ilich
corrected many evils in the land. But more sigiiificant than
this reform, this book became the basis for the Hebrew religion
of the future. It was by this book tliat man came to 13.ve. It
vms through this book that men came to interpret their religion.

In the prophetic v/orld, the period is important due to
the fact that it -was during this century that Jeremiah did his
great vrork. This great, if not the greatest of the Hebrew
prophets, contributed much to the religion of his people
contributed much to the political life of his time. He is Y/ell
worth our study. Wq find his contemporaries, Hahum, ZephaniaJi,
and Habakkuk, of interest and value.
Due to these reasons, 'ive feel that this century is of
importance in a stvxdy of the historical and religious life of the
Hebrew people. We may say that it is primarily a period of
transition. Politically, it opens with the fall of Israel, and
ends T/ith the capture of Jerusalem, and the exile of the people
of Judah. In the religious life of the people, it is a time of
reform and reaction against reform. It m.arks the finding of the
Book of the law, which was to transform the religion of Israel
from a religion of the spirit into a religion of the lav;. The
prophetic contributions came mostly from Jeremiah, v/ith his stress
on morality; his solution to the problem of suffering; and his
declaration that religion v/as an individual relationship between
man and his God.
In the vn:iting of this paper, there will be no attempt
to go into ary great detail. The paper has been v/ritten with the
belief that its purpose is to present in more or less panoramic
view, the sv/eep of life, as it is seen in the Hebrew nation
durir^ the seventh century B. C. The point of view, therefore.
m
has been that of the presentation of movements and perioda from
the pictorial standpoint, rather than the presentation of the
history in detail. ITeSt^^ attempt to rel0.te the history of
Egypt and Assyria to Jewish history, as these nations come into
contact v/ith Judah at this time.
Historical backf^round for the Sgventh Century; Reign of HezeRiah
All of the various small kingdoms of the -west had
been touched by the conflict -vjhich had wiped out Israel's
national existence. In Judali, Hezekiah, the young king, did not
enter into conflict 7/ith the Assyrian forces; but chose rather
to pay tribute to the great power. For nine years, accordingly,
the Judean king paid his tribute to his Assyrian overlord.
During this period of nine years, Hezekiah attended to the
internal development of his kingdom. He built the water conduit
from the spring Gihon, outside of the walls of the city, to the
spring called Siloam, inside of the city. He strengthened the
fortifications of Jerusalem, built cities, and encouraged trade
and agriculture. He may have begun during this time the religious
reforms which vvere carried out principally in the latter part of
his reign.
Around the year 711 B, C, Egypt again desired to try
her power against Assyria, Shabaka, the Egyptiaji king, sent out
his agents and formed a league of conspirators against Assyria;
and in this group were Ashdod, Gath, Edom, Moab, and Juda}i,
I/
t
8Nothing came of this revolt. The rebellion of Ashdod was soon
put doT,vn by S argon, and the rest of the plotters pretended to
have nothing to do "with it. Judah, and King Hezekiah, had
almost met with grief in this intrigue; but Hezekiah did not
learn his lesson from the near tragedy. He kept on v/ith his
plotting v/ith Egypt. Isaiah, the prophet and statesman of
Judah, for the first time in ten years again came out into
action. He knev; that there was no real power to be found in
Egypt, and that to make an alliance with that country, could
only prove disastrous for Judah in the end. The prophets all
held the belief that Egypt was a land to be avoided in looking
for military aid. So Isaiah went around in a disclothed state
for three years, preaching against any>Hji>l'«CFith the country
of Egypt, The king and his advisers were forced to listen,
through public opinion, to the plea of Isaiah; and while they
did not stop their intriguing, Judah v/as not caught in the
revolts of 711 and 710 against Assyria. In 705 B. C, Sargon
v/as murdered by Sennacherib, his son, v/ho succeeded him upon
the Assyrian throne.
but after four years struggle, he subdued the opposing elements.
He first had eiga.inovexi^ome Babylon, and I.Ierodach-baladan,
its leader. IVhile he v^as engaged in this task, the v/est was
again seething v^ith rebellion. Jerusalem became the center of
activity for the revolters. Again Isaiah insisted on declaring
Sennacherib Sennacherib immediately had trouble in his empire;
>

that it vms folly for Israel to ally herself -with a country of
the type of Egypt; and he condemned the pro-Egyptian party and
its leaders. At the same time, Hezekiah fell sick \vith an
abscess. Feeling that he would die, he sent for Isaiah, v/ho
told him that he must die. He prayed to Jehovah to spare his
life. During this time, Isaiah received r/ord to tell the king
that he would live, and that Jerusalem would be saved from the
hand of the Assyrian, Sennacherib. The king recovered from his
sickness. His illness and recovery gave Merodach-baladan -an
excuse to send an embassy to visit Hezekiah. Its real mission,
however, was political. He wanted the help of Judaii in his
struggle Eigainst Assyria. Judah, however, did not revolt; and
the mission failed to accomplish its purpose. Hezekiah,
hoTrever, showed the ambassadors his arsenal and treasure. For
this he was rebuked by Isaiah, who held that he had done a
rash deed. First, he had shovm Assyria that Judah y/as against
her; and second, he had aroused the greed and cupidity of
Babylon by disclosing his wealth.
Assyria was not long in waiting to punish the rebels
against her power. Having defeated Bab;>.'lon, Sennacherib set
out upon the campaign against the west. One by one the various
members of the league against Assyrian control were conquered
and subjected; or surrendered to the Assyrians. V/hile the
Assyrian host v/as besiegi)ig Ela*on, Egypt advanced v/ith an army.
Forgetting El-cron for the moment, Assyria turned to Egypt, and
the latter was defeated at Eltekeh, With Egypt's defeats went
t
10
the hopes of Judah, and panic seized the capitol. An atterapt at
defense Tms made; hut when the Assyrians cane to the city Y/alls,
Hezekiah gave up v^ithout a struggle, and was forced to pay an
enormous indemnity and send various members of his household to
Nineveh. Thus only Jerusalem, in the main, v/as left of the former
kingdom of Judah to king Hezekiah, Isaiah had prophesied this
moment for Judali; he was ncnv vindicated. But he did not sit
calmly and see the downfall of his people; he set about to
help his nation in its time of need.
¥fe have an interesting inscription from the Ass^/risua
in v/hich Sennacherib describes the events in this struggle:
'"Hezekiah of Jerusalem, vrho had not submitted to my yoke,
forty-six of his strong cities, fortresses and smaller to-wns
round about their border v/ith number, hewing about, end trampling
dovm, I besieged, I took. Tyro hundred thousand people from the
midst of them I brought out, and I counted them as spoil.
Himself, as in a care, in the midst of Jerusalem, his royal
city, I shut up. Siegev/orks against him I erected, and the
exit of the great gate of his city I blocked up." 17hile there is
undoubtedly a certain amount of exaggeration in this account, it
is interesting to note how the affair is presented from the
Assyrian point of view.
Internal Conditions in Judah had become evil, throughout the
reform
various phases of national life. Tlie rulers v.'ere unjust and
1. Hodges, Old Testament History
^ p. 161
1.
t
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v/ere not fair to the people. The judges dnd priests v;ere full
of corruptness and -were raercenary in their practices. There had
developed among the people a craze and lust for r/ealth; and the
attainment of the ambition for Trealth became the high goal of
life. There v/as unfair class legislation, discriminating
bet-ween rich and poor. Drunkeness abounded, even among the
priests and prophets. Idolatry was practised, to the disgrace
and misfortune of Jehovah. All told, it v;as time for a thorough
reform and r.ational housecleaning. In facing these conditi'ons,
the prophets protest to the people, Isaiah pleads as v/ell as
denounces. Micaii, his contemporary, threatens arid condemns.
Together, they set themselves to the bettering of conditions in
their beloved Jndah. Tlie first thing that v/as done, the public
conscience having been aroused, was the cleansing of the
temple. This was no easy task. Idolatry having been practised,
the temple Viad been neglected, and much rubbish had accumulated.
This task of the temple -cleansing required sixteen days. This
ha^'-ing been accomplished, there followed a ceremony of rededication
of the temple. Then the king invited all Judah to coue to the
capitol to a celebration of the pass over feast. Following the
enthusiasm aroused by this celebration, the people undertook
to destroy the idols, the high places, and the heathen s^mibols.
In particular, Hesekiah destroyed the brass serpent whi'.^^-. "oses
was reputed to have made in the wilderness. The people had
worshipped it, and it had become or. idol, 3o it was broken
with the rest of its ilk, Jehovah was made the national God
1I.
12
once again, and liis hea.then rivals thrown into the rubljish
heaps
•
All of this was fine, but it waa only the surface of
religion that had hccn touched. The prophet:: continued deraanding
Eiora]. ity and the true religious spirit in the lives of the
people. As a result social conditions vera bettered, ari.d the
state of society improved, In his latest recorded activity,
Isaiah says nothing about the social evils ivhich had corniiianded
so r.'.uch of his attention in the earlier days. Rather his words
of promise and assurance imx5ly that the rulers and people had
amended their ways and v/ere living in accordance with the divine
principles of justice and right." But in view of the subsequent
history of the nation, and the reaction taken against the
reform, we are inclined to take the view of Ottley: These
reforns however scarcely touched the £ra\'e evils v/hich festered
beneath the surface of the national life. There was little or
no response to the cry of the prophets for reneral amendraent of
life and the redress of social abuses. TheSo results of
Hezekiah^s well-meant effort were at best slight and transient."
As time went on, Sennacherib a^'ain adv8Jiced into the
vrest, apparently for the purpose of subduing the restless
elements in Egjrpt. Feeling that it Avas unwise to leave his
rear open to possible attack from a strong base lilce ^-^erusaleni,
1. Kent, The Kings ard Prophets of Israel ai'id Judah
,
p. 170
2. Ottlev, A Short Kistorv of the Hebrews, p. 198
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he sent a force up to demand the surrender of the "-ihy, ''^Then
the demands of the Assyrian carae to Hezekiah, he asked the opinion
of Isaiah. Isaiah replied that Jehovah v/ould not allo^v his city
to "be taken. The prophet had faith in his people, and faith in
the Lord God, Jehovah. "''"Thus saith Jehovah concerning the
king of AssjTia, he shall not come into this city, nor cast ©ji
arroTsr there, neither shall he come before it v/ith a shield, nor
cast a mount against it.,,.For I vdll defend this city to save
it for mine omi sake, end for my servant David's sake." A
strange event follov/ed the refusal of Kezekiah to surrender to
Assyria. Vfhen the leader of the Jerusalem detachment returned
to make his report to Sennacherib about the city he found that,
according to the Scripture, "an angel of ^ehovoyi slev in the
camp of the Assyrian 185,000 men." I^Jhat happened v/e do not
positively knov;; various theories have been advanced. It has
been said that a pestilence broke out in the Assyrian camp.
Again, a rumor in the east of trouble in the eastern frontier
country caused Sennacherib to return home. Herodotus tells us
that during the night, rats gnaT/ed the bowstrings of the
Assyrians, rendering them useless for fighting purposes. And
finally, v/e are told that Hesekiah paid tribute to the Assyrians.
Which is true we do not Icnow. It may be that there is an
element of truth in all ideas^ i^^at all combined to cause the
Assyrian force to return home. Be what it may, we do know that
1. 2 Kings 19: 32, 34
I
14
Seiinacheril") left the territory, end returned to Assyria. So
Jerusalem vms saved, and Isaiah -was proclaimed as a public hero.
He had guided his country along the paths of statesmanship for
decades. He had given to the people the r/ord of Jehovah. He
had advocated and led reforms. He had devoted himself to the
cause arjd v^elfare of his nation. He was a leader of Judah,
fearing only the truth, and the true God of Judah, Jehovah. He
•was a splendid exaraple for that later prophet v/no folloAved in
his steps, Jeremiah.

15
Chaptei' 1
The History of Israe] in the Seventh Century E, C.
Reign of llanasseh becane king of Judah in the year 692 E. C.
Manas s eh
According to the records, his reign of 55 years v/as the longest
of any king of the HehrcT/ people. This king held the throne of
Judah mainly because he T^as a vassal of Assyria. He and his
leaders remained true to Assyria mainly because it paid them to
do so. ^"The kingdom that Manas seh inherited from his father ivas
a microscopic one, and he held it for fifty-five years simply by
permission of Assyria. The territory T,vas so small that the
Assyrian Esarhaddon speaks of it as the "city of Judah."
Among the great states that made up the empire, Judah was almost
a negligible quantity. Yet it paid Manasseh to be loyal; he
had his head in the lion^s mouth, IXiring his reign he enjoyed
peace because he paid his tribute faithfully." ""it v/as during
the reign of Manasseh that the Assyrian empire enjoyed its
brilliant Indian s\iinirier. .. .Rather, Judah and the other states
of Palestine prospered during this period because they had
learned to submit unresistingly to Assyria's rule,"
This period in Hebreir history marks atV^'^Vli '. of
glory end power in the Assyrian empire. Its armies had conquered
and held in Subjection the countries of the east and the Y/est,
Assyrian administrators could be found everyvvhere. The military
1, Bailey and Kent, Histor;/ of the Hebre^A'- Comonvrealth
,
p. 221
2. Kent, Tlie Kings and Prophets of Israel and Judali
, pp. 188-189
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strength of this nation was too well kxiavm to be trifled with,
Assyria, at this time, v/as the heart and center of the east; and
Assyrian authority and culture vj-ere the underlying forces of the
eastern vrorld. Babylon had been rebuilt, after being destroyed
by Sennacherib, and the Assyrian leaders had revived the ancient
Sumerian culture through the translation of its old books. This
culture was absorbed into Assyrian life; so that in reality
Assyrian culture was borrowed largely from the Babylonian. This
culture and its stream of religious and secular thought came
into contact with the Hebrew people. "'"Assyrian culture was
therefore Babylonian. It v/as this culture embodying the work
of the oldest Semitic civilization in the vrarld that yms now
poured into Palestine, into little Judah, not onlj/ adding
elements that, though old, v-rere new to Hebrew thought, but
bringing back to life the beliefs eoid practices that lay buried
deep in the Semitic nature of the Hebrews. Small v/onder that
Manas seh yielded to the tide, that he made his peace and his
crown secure by drifting with the currents that set so strongly
from Ivineveh."
Reaction Under llanasseh, there was a reaction back to idolatrv,
end heathenism. All of the old worships and evils returned,
bringing v/ith them the various dangers that the prophets had
always seen in them. Morality vrent, and licentiousness
1. Bailey and Kent, History of the Hebrew Commonwealth
, pp. 223-224
G1,
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returned. "Y/lien young Manas seh ceixi^e to the throne at the age
of twelve, his regents vrere opposed to the strict religious
regime, and favored the policy of admitting all kinds of foreign
wrship, Assyrians success in v/ar for half a century had given
her great influence also in religion. Her gods, v,/liich had been
so popular in Israel in earlier times, c£une back, and the old
heathen customs of v/orship vrere renewed. The prophets were
forbidden to speak in public. If they dared to oppose the king,
they died as martyrs. Isaiah, for exganple, is said to have been
sawn asunder by order of the king," The vrorship of Eaal 7/as
restored. The altars and sacred poles, the shrines that had been
scrapped under the reform of Hezekiahj all of these v/ere revived
and used by the people in their religious life. The worship of
the v^ueen of Heaven, v/hich Y/as a basic part of the Assyrian
worship was introduced, lianas seh ordered the courts of the
temple of Jehovah opened up for the v^'orship of the host of
heaven. Ishtar beceime a goddess of the Hebrews. The people
followed this new religion. Jeremiah says: "The children
gather v/ood 9nd the fathers kindle the fire and the women knead
the dough to make cakes to the Queen of Pleaven." In doing this,
the people vrere not denying Jehovali a place in their lives.
Many held to the idea that they v/ere still vrorshippir.g Jehovah;
only, instead of his being the leader of the hosts of Israel, he
1. Purinton, The Achievement of Israel
, p. 97
2. Jeremiah, 7:18
1I
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was now the leader of the hosts of heaven. The belief -was
dangerous in its intermingling of the old and the ne7/. It
would have led to a degradation in tirae, of Jehovsh, in the
minds of the people. He -would come to lose the high ethical
and moral character that had been imputed to him by the prophets,
Manas seh, himself, Avas superstitious, and practised
soothsaying and divination. He instituted again the horrible
practise of child sacrifice, even offering his ovm son as a
burnt offering. There may have been a political reason for
Manasseh's permitting the Assyrian gods to enter his land. But
there vjere other reasons also. Undoubtedly, the wonien of the
royal household, and the hangers-on, -who h©.d no love for the
prophets and morality, did their share in shaping the attitude
of the new king. Another factor is the fact that the reforms
of Hezekiah v/ere done under pressure, and were reforms of
proclamations, rather than reforms of the people themselves. So
the reaction came, and heathen idolatry, immorality and
licentiousness returned to the land. With the reaction came
bloodshed, for the reactionaries persuaded the king to kill
those who preached righteousness end the word of Jehovah, It
was a bloody time, and a dark one for the moral and spiritual
forces and leaders of Judah. The vrork which Isaiaia had done
was overthrovm, and idolatry placed in pov;er.
The prophets were convinced that idolatry Avas ha"'"!'^ful
to the people and the nation.
-^"They objected to idolatry on
1. Per it z. Old Testaxient History, pp . 201-202
1.
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three grounds: (l) on political or patriotic grounds, idols.try
made Israel like other nations—full of foreign customs, a'l
inferior and subject poY;er, and robbed it of its national
distinction based on a mission to the -world; (2) on noral and
social grounds: idolatry meant l/centiousness , imniorsQ. ity, ©jid
social injustice; and (3) on religious grounds; idolatry deried
the suprem8.cy of Jehovah, v/nom they conceived an only true God.
During this period of persecutions the prophets r/ere quietly at
work, no doubt, secretly encouraging the faithful, and planning
for better times to come." It v/as a period of persecution and
suffering for the faithful and the righteous. Worst of all,
many of the people gave up their high conception of religion
and God in favor of the iniraoral rites of the heathen gods.
Better times, hoivever, were coming.
Period of Josiah
Amon follov/ed his father Manas seh, and was soon,
murdered after a reign of about a year. His successor \ms his
young son, Josiah. ''""The period of Josiah (640-608) was fraught
with great political as ^.vell as religious events. Among the
former were the approach of the Scythians, the rise of the
Median emr^ire, the independence of Babylonia, the fall of
Assyria, and the battle of Meggido, in which Josiah lost his
life; 8.mong the latter the finding of the book of the Law and
1, Per it z. Old Testament History , p. 203
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the consequent great religious reformation."
Josiah T/as but a lad of eight when the assassination
of his father occurred, and he v;as taken in charge by the
prophetic party, and becai.ie sympathetic vjith their ideals. He
•was trained in their way of thirilcing, and accepted their vie-wpoint.
He assented to reforras , and in tirae led them himself. Around the
yesjr 626 B. C, occurred the great invasion of the Scythian hordes
from Europe. These barbarians swept into iiedia ajid Asia l/inor
and Armenia. In the same year, the Assyrian Emperor Ashurbanipal
died, and his successor on the Assyrian throne was a weaJc ruler.
This left the way open for the advajice of the Scythians. V.Tiile
they lacked the military skill to overcome those cities which had
strong fortifications, they were strong enough to conquer and
plunder the land through which they passed. It is at this point
in history that Zephaniah (chap, l) and Jeremiah (chap. 4-6)
proclaim that this invasion is the scourge of Jehovah, the day of
judgment that had been promised to sinful Judah by Jehovah. The
Scythians swept through the coastal plain of Palestine, overurming
the Philistine tovms. Their object was the conquest of Egypt,
but they never attained their goal. They were met at the
Egyptian frontier by Psamtik 1, who turned back the invaders
either through the force of arms, or the persuasion of gold.
TfYhile Jerusalem was not touched by this invasion, terror had
come into the hearts of the people. The feeling of uncertainty
and possible disaster was of aid to those who sought to bring
about reform.
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Book of Law Y/e know nothing of Josiah s reign until he was
eighteen years of age, and it -vms in that year that the book of
the Lav/ was discovered in the temple. According to the
Biblical account, Josiah had sent his secretary, Shaphan, to
take an audit of the money in the collection box in the temple.
He worked on this task with Hilkiah, the high priest. Y/hen the
v/ork was completed, Hilkiah informed Shaphan that he had found the
book of the Law in the tem.ple, and gave it to the secretary to
read. It is held by som.e that the book had been placed there
beforehand, and purposely discovered. However, it is possible
to hold to the theory that the book vms really discovered by
Hilkiah in his investigations in the temple. We choose to
hold to the latter view. Shaphan read the document, and he
was so impressed with its content that he took it to the king
and read it to him. li\Tn.en the king heard the instructions of
the document, and more particularly heard the curses contained
therein, he became alarmed. He called together a group of his
advisers, and they v^rere sent to inquire of the prophetess
Huldah whether the catastrophe might be averted. Huldah
re-affirmed the wickedness and idolatry of the people, but she
stated that repentance and reform might be able to postpone the
day of judgment. Josiah then began his campaign of reform.
calling of an assembly of the leaders of Judah. At this
gathering the men listened as their king read through the
book, reading its instructions and the curses which would follow
Reform The first act in the reformation of Israel was the
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if the law of Jehovah Avere not obeyed. FolloTvinf^ the guidance
of Josiah, the people and the king voiced to adopt the new-found
document, with its instructions, as the law of the leind.
Following this gathering at the tenple, Josiah began
to f ollov; out the instructions found in the book of the Law, The
Ajshera, a sacred pole v/hich had stood by the side of the altar of
Jehovah for generations, was cut down and destroyed. The rooms
of the Qedishim, those who ministered to lust and iinnorality, v/ere
torn down. The Queen of Heaven, the horses and chariots of the
sun, and various altars and shrines of heathen v/orship were
destroyed. The command to destroy the high places was reg.d, and
accordingly carried out. As many of these high places throughout
the land had already been destroyed by the Assyrians, this was
not such a difficult task. These sanctuaries v/ere in the
beginning Csuiaanitish and were built and dedicated to the Baals.
They accordingly had about them the tradition and custom of
Baal v/orship. As long as they were in existence it can be seen
that it would be useless to try and lead the people to a pure
worship of the Lord God Jehovah. Under the leadership of Josiah,
these shrines and altars were torn dovirn, and the very ground
upon vjhich they stood v/as polluted, so that it would not be
available for religious purposes in the future. As these
shrines had been dedicated to Jehovah, the attendant priests
vrere given the opportunity to come to Jerusalem and enter into
the priestly faiiily at the temple. They were supposed to be on
an equal basis Avith the priests already located at the temple.
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but in reality they v/ere put in a subordinate position, and T;ere
from this time on knovm as Levites. The abolit and destruction
of these high places served the purpose of centralizing the
religion, focusing the religious life of the nation at Jerusalem
and the temple.
Up to this time, the Passover had been a feast confined
vj-ithin the limits of the family. At the specified time of the
religious calendar, ea.ch family group killed its lamb, sprinkled
the blood, and partook of the religious feast. This was no-w
changed, and it became the lav; and custom that those who Yfished
to enter into the Passover celebration must come to Jervisalem,
and there enter into the services at the temple. This new form
of the Passover was started v/ith appropriate cerem.ony \Ty Josieii;
thus inaugurating the annual pilgrimages of the Jews to Jerusalem
at Passover time.
It was thus a sweeping and far reaching movement which
was begun by Josiah and his leaders. This v«'as the justification
of the prophetic party and their ideals. Heathenism was to a
great extent abolished, and the people turned to the true God,
Jehovah, The heathen religions were not wiped out of existence,
nor entirely driven out of the land; but they bece.me subordinate,
and from this time on, the religion of Jehovah was the religion
of the Hebrews. There were Hebrews, such as those who escaped
into Egypt after the second exile, who accepted heathenism again,
but in the main, the leaders of the Hebrew people followed
Jehovah.
1
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V^at yms the V/here did this hook of the Lav originate? Y/ho v/as
Book of LaTT?
its author? We do not knoT/, but the f ollov/ing statement
probably contains truth, if not the whole truth; ^"....sone
soul, deeply versed in the custom and history of his people, a
disciple of the great prophets, a man waiting reverently on
Yahweh, while in forced retirement under the bloody Ivianasseh,
fused together v.'ith the prophetic insight seme of the honored
customs of his fathers, interpreted them in the light of
growing needs, v/ove them into a warp of precept that v^as essentially
prophetic and for private or public use inscribed them on a
roll. The writer of this book was both prophet and p~ iest, and
his literary work might quite naturally be kept in some corner
on one of the many store chambers around the temple. Did he
pass away peacefully without revealing to any one the secret of
his hidden treasure, or was he a passionate propagandist who
under Lianas s eh died a. martyr to his faith? V/e knov/ not. But
that he was a good man, a lover of ritual, yet with undimmed
prophetic vision, a conserver of the best in the past, 3/et a
fearless reformer, withal a man of God, this is v/itnessed by
his imperishable raessage." (Matthews, Old Testament Life and
Literature
, pp. 195, 196) lie would say that it was written by
one who was a devout vrorshipper of Jehovah. He must have been
deeply spiritual and religious. He performed his task in the
same spirit, and with the same prophetic fervor, that was
1. Purinton, The Achievement of Israel, p. 102
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characteristic of the great leader of the Hebrews, Moses • It
is perhaps for this reason that the \Tork has by some been thought
to be a product of Lioses' activity. It is rather the result of
the soul-cry of one, who, possessing the spirit of Hoses, gave
himself to his task.
Not only does the question of the authorship of this
book of the Law arise, but v/e also are desirous of discovering
for ouselves what the book really was • 'ii/hat was the book? Three
ansv/ers are given to this query by McFayden: ''""(l) The Pentateuch,
which is known as the book of the lav/; (2) the little section
Exodus 21-23, which, in Exodus 24:7, is expressly called the
book of the covenant; and (3) the book of Deuteronomy, wliich
goes by both those names." In investigating these three
possibilities, we find first that the Pentateuch is too long to
meet our requirements, for the newly discovered document was
read twice in one day (11 Kings 22:8, 10). Further, the varied
contents of the Pentateuch are not such as would produce the
alarm and dismay that followed the finding of the roll. The
book could not have been the short section of Exodus, for some
of the reforms v/hich came after the recovery of the Law are not
contained in the Exodus section at all. This leaves us holding
the view that this book was very likely Deuteronomy. .After we
take into consideration the reforms which T/ere instituted, we
feel more certain as to the accuracy of this position. The
1. lIcFayden, Old Testament Scenes and Characters
,
p. 151
1e
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more important of these reforms were: •'•"(l) the high places were
abolished, and worship was centralized at the temple at Jerusalem;
(2) the worship of heavenly bodies v/as done away with; (3)
wizards and diviners were driven out; (4) the Passover Y/as
celebrated. These various items are foxuid in Deuteronomy, and
schole^rs believe that the book that v«ras discovered was Deuteronomy
in a lengthened or shortened form.
"The great glory of this reformation and of the book
that caused it rests in the elevation of love as the cardinal
principle of both religion and morals. The Hebrev/ was commanded to
love Jehovah as the only God vrhose character could comiuand
respect, and to love man because only so could justice be
done. All the heavemmrd-s oaring fervor of Kosea and Isaiah and
all the humane outreachings of Aiaos and Micah here found expression.
Indeed, so v/onderfully did these early thinkers of Israel
penetrate to the heart of the universe that Jesus himself was
able in the words and spirit of this book to sum up the v/hole
of religion: 'Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart and with all thy soul and with all thy mind and with all
thy strength; and thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.'"
There was, however, another aspect of the adoption of this book
as the law of the nation. As time went on, the religion of the
HebreAvs developed from a religion of prophetic spirit and
1. McFayden, Old Testament Scenes and Characters
,
p. 151
2. Bailey and Kent, History of the Hebrew Commonwealth
,
p. 236
1f
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eraphasis, into a religion whereby men lived through the letter
and rule of the lav/, •'"it vvlll be interesting to see hov/ this
book, so instinctive with the higher spirit of religion, \ms
gradually perverted into an ironclad set of religious rules,
until the living prophet of God oaine to be of no account and
the petty, hair-splitting scribe became the dictator of a
nation's fate. This was the great tragedy of the Hebrew race."
Peritz has the follov/ing contribution to make in this regard:
2„On the other hand this formal adoption of the law as contained
in a book was not Y;ithout certain dangers, v/hich later history
made apparent. Up to this point Israel had been under the free
guidance of the Spirit. She had her laws and customs, but she
had her prophets as well who spoke with the living voice. From
henceforth her religion became more and more that of a book of
lav/s, until it reached that legalism, and literalism -vAiich called
forth the warning 'The letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth
life.'"
Decay of Ashurbanipal , the great Assyrian king, died in the
Assyria
year 626 B.C. His death marked the end of the great x\ssyrian
rulers, and presaged the beginning of the end of the mightjr
empire. Nabopolassar , v/ho was ruling in Babylon following the
death of Ashurbanipal, rebelled against Assyria in 625 B. C,
gained the independence of Babylon, and maintained himself upon
1. Bailey and Kent, History of the Hebrev/ CommonY/ealth
,
p. 237
2. Peritz, Old Testament History
, pp. 206-207
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his throne. In the beginning, he controlled simply Babylon,
and the surrounding territory, but as time went one he enlarged
his field of endeavor, until he v/as master of southern Babylonia
The eastern kingdom of the Kedes was at this time independent of
the Assyrian pov/er. Egypt likewise v/as free from Assyria.
In the north, the Scythians were pressing in on Assyria. V/hen
we take all of these factors and combine v/ith them the fact
that the kings which followed Ashurbanipal were v^reak and
insignificant, vre can account somewhat for the dissolution of
the empire. Assyria became weaker and weaker. The Chaldeans,
under the leadership of Nabopolassar , united their forces T>rith
those of the Uedes against Assyria. The Scythians of the north
joined with the Medes in the struggle, and in the year 612 B. C.
the proud and powerful city of Hineveh fell under the imp8.ct of
the allies' attack. It Y,fas destroyed, and the Ass;^/rian empire
had vanished in a manner similar to that in which Israel had
disappeared. Assyria had conquered by the sword, and in the
end Assyria was overthrov/n by the sword. It is in regard to
the fall and destruction of Nineveh that the prophet Nahum
speaks. He rejoices in the overthrov/ of the enemy vrhich had
for so long oppressed his people. (Nahum 3).
Vihy did the Assyrian empire disintegrate? It has
been suggested that there had been too much intermarriage
among the people. The race was too pure, and needed the
injection of a new stock into the national blood. Then, there
were certain defects of the Assyrian military system. The
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campaigns throughout the years had been many and exhausting,
both to the man povrer of the country, and to the national
Tvealth. Agriculture, and the pursuits of peace had been
neglected. The use of mercenary troops had been introduced
into the army. The conditions of the peasantry had become
averse, and their status much loiver. In addition to these
reasons, the Assyrians had contributed no civilization of their
own. The civilization v/hich they had -viras adopted from the
Babylonians. There v;as no real inner life among the Assyrians.
There nas no ability aaaong the Assyrians to take the conquered
peoples and organize then into some type of a system in which
their support and maintainence of the central government could
be relied upon. These and other factors entered into the
downfall of Assyria. But Assyria had made her contributions
to the world. She had given her political organization.
Civilization had been distributed under her regime. Commerce
had been established, and her v/ars, although bloody and
costly, had helped to maintain a sort of rude peace. There
had been a Pax Assyrianum.
Rise of During this period, Egypt again lifted herself
temporarily into the position of a vrorld povrer. In the year
609 B. C, Psaiametik 1 died. He was f ollo'ived on the throne
by Kecho, his son, who ruled from 809 to 593 B. C, Seeing
the state of Assyria, and the necessary confusion which resulted
from the conquests of the Chaldeans and Medes, he thought that
the moment was favorable for an extension of his territory.
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Ke determined to seize for himself the land of Syria before
either of the allies could take possession. He set out "with
his troops for the north, and ceane into conflict v/ith the
army of Josiah of Judah at Meggido. ^"in his days Pharaoh-
necho of Egypt -went up against the king of Assyria to the river
Euphrates: and king Josiah went against him; and he slew him
at Meggido, vjhen he had seen him. And his servants carried
him in a chariot dead from Meggido, and brought hir.a to Jerusalera
and buried him in his ovm sepulchre. And the people of the
land took Jehoahaz the son of Josiah, and anointed him, and
made him king in his father's stead." I'^y Josiah chose to
meet Necho in battle, v/e are not sure. It may have been that
he deemed the hour propitious for declaring the independence of,
and for the regaining of the territory of his fathers. Or he
may have determined that he and his people would not become
the vassals of Egypt. In any case, his decision was unfortunate
for his small army was no match for the well-trained forces of
Egypt. Josiah vms killed by an arrow, and his army defeated.
(608 B. C.)
Jeho?^,hoz and The Successors of Josiah
Jehoiakirn
Josiah was evidently a v/ell-loved king, for his
people mourned and bewailed his death. His death was tragic
for Judali, for if he had lived he might have been able to avoid
1. 11 Kings 23:29-30
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the pitiful errors of those -who f ollo^ved him on the Judean
throne, FolloT/ing his death, the people placed Jehoahaz, a
younger son on the throne of Judah, rather than Jehoiakim, the
heir. This v/as probably done because of the evident sympathies
of Jehoiakim for Egypt. But Jehoahaz v^as not destined to
remain long as the ruler of an independent Judah, for after a
brief reign of three months, he "was summoned by Kecho to come
into his presence at Riblah, on the Orontes. Jehoahaz obeyed
this call, as disobedience would have been futile. Upon his
joining Wecho, he ^vas placed in chains and sent av/ay into
^SyP't'* Wecho then placed Jehoiakim, his elder brother, upon
the throne of Judah, as a vassal of Egypt.
Reaction One of the first acts of the new king vjas to pay an
indemnity to the Egyptian poT/er. The money was raised by
extorting it from the nobles, v/ho in turn extracted it in
taxes from the common people. Further, the king, desiring to
build himself a splendid palace, taxed them still further in
the effort to further his selfish wishes (Jeremiah 22:10-17).
Gone were the righteous methods of Josiah. Instead, selfishness,
cruelty aad oppression returned to rule the land. Y/hile the
reforms still existed as paper statues, men lived and did as
they desired. Justice was exploited, blood was shed, violence
and robbery inhabited the land.
Chaldean The predominance of Necho and his Egyptian forces in
supremacy
Syria was only temporary. After the destruction of Kineveh, the
allies had divided their newly acquired territories. The
f
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Chaldeans accepted the lands '.vest of the Tigris, and the i-ledes
took as their portion the country east of the river. This
division brought the Egyptians and Chaldeans into direct
conflict. Necho brought his forces up to the Euphrates to
defend his newly acquired lands, and Ijebuchadreazdr , the
Chaldean crovm prince, came to iueet him. The armies met at
Carohemish (605 B. C,), and the Egyptians and IJecho v/ere routed
and defeated. Necho fled to tlie south, followed by liebucha-
drezzdr, v/ho would have entered Egypt if it had not been for
the fact thab his father died at that Liiue, and he hastily
returned to Babylon to ensure his succession to the throne.
Egypt's usurped position was lost, and Babylon v/as now the master
of the western lands.
J Revolt Jehoialcim lost no time, after the defeat of Necho, in
submitting to the power of Babylon. Nebuchadrezzar, accepting his
submission and tribute money, allov/ed him to continue on the
throne of Judah as Babylon's vassal. But such an arrangement
did not continue for long. For three years Jehoiakim continued
as vassal to Babylon, and then he v/ithheld his tribute payment.
^"Nebuchadrezzlir came up to Babylon and Jehoiakim becaiae his
servant for three years, then he turned and rebelled against
him." It seems that Judah was not alone in this revolt, as a
number of the Syrian states were probably included among
the rebels. They had hoped for aid from Egypt, but their hope
1. 11 Kings 24:1
ti
was futile. '"The King of Egypt came no more forth f rora his
land, for the King of Babylon had taken, from the V/adi of
Egypt to the river Euphrates, all that belonged to the Xing of
Egypt." Nebuchadreazftr v/as not able at the raoment to deal with
Judah, so he sent guerilla bands to prey upon the Hebrews.
These bands harried the countryside, but did not attack
Jerusaleia itself. In fact, JehoiaJcini \ia.s never captured.
Before Nebuchadrezzftr could come up to Jerusalem, the king
died, and v/as f ollov/ed by his son, Jehoiachin.
It was at this period that Jeremiah the prophet
opposed rebellion against Babylon. He realized the futility of
Judah* s attempting such an action. There could only be one
outcome. Babylon, having the strength and might, could crush
the Judean state. But Jeremiah stood alone in his attitude ajid
prophecy. The people continued in their rebellious attitude.
Finally, the Babylonian king came up to Jerusalem. Jehoiachin
soon realized the useless ness of holding out against him, and
surrendered the city to Nebuchadrezzar (597 B. C,). Jerusalem
v/as not destroyed, but Nebuchadrezz^ set about to cripple it,
thus preventing further difficulty in regard to the Kebrev/s.
Jehoiachin, %vho had been king only a short time, was sent to
Babylon, where for thirty-seven yeai's he was kept as a prisoner.
The wealth and resources of the city were investigated, the
city was sacked, the teiiiple treasure carried av-^ay, and the gold
1. 11 Kings 24:7
r
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and silver vessels which were used in the service in the teraple
were removed. The aristocracy, the wealthy, the skilled artisans,
the warriors, v/ere all compelled to go back to Babylon v/ith the
Chaldeans. There was a forced emigration at this tirae 01 about
ten thousand people. In this way, removing the wealth of the
city, and taking the leaders of the people, the Babylonians
hoped to remove the possibility of any future trouble with the
Jews •
The deportation had taken the leaders and strong men
of the community. Those who were left could rightfully be
called the dregs of the city. This group now proceeded to
take possession of the land and estates of those who had gone
to Babylon. They became the newly-rich. Leadership was thrust
upon them, but they were in no sense of the term true leaders.
Superstitious, ignorant, intolerant, bigoted, conceited—they
did not have those qualities "v^iich constitute leaders of nen.
They adopted the attitude that those who were deported must have
been sinners, and that they who remained were in his favor.
Jeremiah dispelled this idea by branding them the "bad figs,"
while stating that the "good figs" were in Babylon.
Zedekiah Over this group of non-descripts, Nebuchadrezzar had
placed as king another son of Josiah to whom he gave the name
Zedekiah. It vj-as not a good choice, but probably the best that
could be had. This king, while well-meaning, was weak, and
vacillated between the policies of his various subjects. He
was not a strong or decisive leader. For four years he gave
tribute to Babylon. But he v.^as constantly tormented by his
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people, v/ho apparently believed in the indestructible nature of
Jerusalem, aiid thought that it could never be captured. There
catiie an opportunity for Zedekiah to enter into a league for a
revolt against Babylon, and while he did not revolt at this
particular moment, he came so close to doing it that he had
to make explanation to Babylon for his action.
Revolt Four years after this time, a new king cane into
pov/er in Egypt. This king, Hophra, again drew Judah into a net
of intrigue. Again Jeremiah endeavored to show the stupidity of
revolt against Babylon, and of alliance with Egypt, which he
called "feeble." But the king revolted in 589 B. C, and
WebuchadrezzQr came up to Jerusalem. Jeremiah advised surrender
to hin as the only hope of the city and nation, but having
popular support, the king would not listen to him. The inhabitants,
in order to v/in the favor of Jehovah, freed the Hebrew slaves whom
they had held in bondage contrary to the Deuteronomic lav;.
Following this, Nebuohadrezzdr raised the siege to give combat
to an Egyptian army v/hich was coming to the relief of Jerusalem.
The people believed that Jehovah had 9.gain rescued his city.
But they displayed their lack of loyalty to him by immediately
enslaving again those persons whom they had recently set free
from slavery. This action proved to Jeremiah that the city
Vi/as not worth saving. His message to Zedekiah now declared in
no uncertain terms that the Babylonians would return, and the
city would fall. Having defeated the Egyptians, the Babylonians
did return. The conditions inside the city were bad. The food
supply Y/as loY/, and disease broke out. Jeremiah still preached
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submission to Babylon; for this he was thought by many to be
a traitor to his country, and he v/as placed in prison. He v/as
released, but his v^ord to the king v/as still that Jerusalem
would fall and be destroyed.
Fall and The siege continued, and in July, 586 B. C,
destruction
of Jerusalem Hebuchadrezzdr entered the city, Zedekiah tried to escape over
the Jordan, but he v/as captured and taken to Riblah v/here his
eyes were put out, and he was taken to Babylon after v/itnessing
the execution of his sons. The Chaldean soldiers destroyed
the city of Jerusalem, and took the viealth of it back with them
to their home country. Not only did they take the wealth, but
they also took practically all of the population of the city
back to Babylon—around twenty-five thousand persons in all,
Judah was stripped of her vjealth and her population. Only the
dregs were left to inhabit the land. She was depopulated, and
her power and strength broken.
End of To keep some f oi'm of government in Judali, which was
Jewish State
now a colony of Babylon, Nebuohadrezz^ selected a man named
Gedaliali as governor. He ruled for four years, v/ith Mizpah as
the capitol of the laaid. In the year 581 B, C, he v/as murdered
by a man v^ho claimed to be of the blood of David, and therefore
one v/ith a better right to rule. The inhabitants were panic
stricken. Fearing the vjrath of Webuchadrezzdr , the leaders of
the comraiinity fled over into Egypt, taking the prophet Jeremiah
ivith them. In Egypt, they settled at Tahpanhes, a city where
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foreigners were allov/ed to live. In Egypt, Jereiaiaii predicted
the conquest of Egypt 'oy Babylon. Ke also denounced his fellow
exiles for their adoption of idolatry. According to tradition,
he was finally stoned to death by his own people for remaining true
to, and proclaiming the truth.
The Jev/ish state was at an end, for the time being.
The people of Jehovah were separated; one group in Babylon,
ai other in Egypt, with a miserable remnant left in Judah. The
glory of David and Solomon were in the past. Judah had gone to
join her sister Israel. But the glory of the Hebrews Viras to be
not in the ages of the past, but rather in the future. For
Israel v;as to give to the vjorld the great contributions of high
moral and ethical idealism. Her contribution to civilization
was to be in the realm of religion, not in the field of political
history. With this conclusion, we leave the Hebrew history of the
seventh century B. C, and turn to a consideration of the
prophets of that period.
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Chapter 11
The Prophets of the Seventh Century B.C.
The prophetic activity of this century falls in the
last quarter, extending over into the time of the exile. V/e
have for our study three of the minor prophets and one major
prophet. Vi/hile the contributions from these men is not as
quantitative as the v/ork given to us by the prophets of the
(
eighth century, it is nevertheless interesting, and in the case
111 ^
of Jeremiah, especially, it is signifxcant. The T/ork of
four of our canonical prophets is to be assigned to this period.
The activity of Jeremiah covers practically the whole of it,
since his call came in the year 626, and he is last heard
condemning his f ellow-countryraen (and women) for apostasy in
Egypt after the final flight thither. He is emphatically the
prophet of this period, and, in a large measure, the source of
information as to the events and their character. Three others
seem to have done their vrark at separate points in the lifetime
of Jeremiah. The first of these is Zephaniah, vmose extant
oracles are probably to be dated about the year 626; the second
is Nahxim, circa 607; and the third is Habakkuk, who appears
about the same time as Nahum, though he deals v/ith very different
matters."
1. Robinson, Prophecy and the Prophets
, p. 109
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Zephaniah
^"The earliest of Jeremiah's contemporaries v/as
Zephaniah, The occasion of his prophesying seeras to have been
the appearance of the Scythians ..» .At the time his message v^as
delivered their advetnce against Egypt was still in the future,
though imminent. The prophet considered the Scythians the
executioners of the divine judgment upon his sinful countrymen
and upon the surrounding nations, and he sav^ in the coming of
the mysterious hosts the harbingers of the day of Jehovah,
If this v/as the occasion, the prophet's urgent calls to repentance
and threats of judgment may be assigned, v/ith considerable
assurance, to the years between 630 and 625 3. C, perhaps the
year 626, the year in v/hich Jeremiah began his prophetic
»»
ministry,
2
Ds-te Thorn places the prophecy of this man as ai'ound the
3
time of the Scythian invasion. Corn ill likewise locates his
4
work at about this tinie. Orchard states that the book was
written about one hundred years after the v/ork of Lie ah. The
heading of the prophecy of Zephaniah states that it was Avritten
1, Eiselen, Prophecy and the Prophets
,
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2, Thorn, The Prophets of Israel, and Their Lieasage for
today
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in the time of Josiah, Aside from this, states Orchard, there
axe two circumstances v/hich help us to definitely locate the
book chronologically. "The first of these is the st&te of
idolatry and religious corruption in Jerusalem, from vvhicii v:e
infer that he is describing a period previous to the great
reformation begun by Josiah in 620. It ii.ay be that tne prophet *s
v/ork had considerable influence in helping forward that reforma-
tion, and there)fore it would appear to be quite safe to daue
his prophecy about five years before that historic movement,
T/hich very largely purged Judah of idolatrous v/orship." The
second circumstance which he mentions is the one that has been
mentioned before, naraely, the barbaric Scythian invasion. V<e
may therefore consider it accurate, in an approximate sense
at least, to set the time of Zephaniah's prophecy at around
the year 626 B, C.
Life Of the personal history of this prophet, vj'e knov/
very little. In the first chapter of his writing his ancestry
is traced back into the fourth generation. Here we come upon the
nairie of liezekiah in the group; and it has generally been inferred
that the He-zekiah therein mentioned was King Hezekiah of Judati.
This would make Zephaniah a member of the royal household and
a descendant of David, with HezeKiaii the father of the grandfather
of Zephatiiah, In speaking of the prophet. Smith says: "^"rie
lacks that sens© of intimate fellowship with the poor that
1. Smith, The ir'ropiiets and Their Titles, p. lUb
€3
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belongs naturally to a poor man. fiis point of viev/ is rathier
that of the aristocrat." He v/as familiar with the city of
Jerusalera, and was a\vai"e of the type of life beir:^ lived by the
population. He knew the degradation, the immorality, the sin,
that abounded there. lie declared to the Vv'orld tlie corruption
end deceit of the ruling class. This conderanation by Zephaiiiah
of the conduct of the rulers is of particular interest in the
event that he v;as a meraber of the royal household. His v/as the
opportunity of close contact and observation. Combined v/ith this
factor, there must have been a certaiii amount of courage necessary
to proclaim the iniquities of those among whom he lived. V/e
do not know the length of his ministry, but Eiselen thinks:
^"....it is not improbable, however, that, as was the case
with iimos, his public activity Avas short, and that, after
delivering his message of judgment in connection v/ith a great
political crises, he retired to private life, though his
interest in religious reforms may have continued (2 Kings 23:2)."
liVriting The book of Zephaniah may be divided into t%vo sections,
of unequal content. In the first division, (l:2—3:7) v/e find
denunciations, threats, and dire forebodings, while (3:8-20)
gives
.
promises of salvation, and great glory. Chapter 1 opens
with the proclarriation of a world judgment which ^vill strike
most severely at Judah, because that nation has not listened to
the commands of Jehovah, nor has it lived in his way. The
1, Eiselen, Prophecy and the Prophets, p. 164
t
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judgment will be terrible, v/ith cries of agony and suffering
on all sides. Everyone viill be included in the catastrophe.
In chapter 2:1-3, T/e have a call to repentance. The prophet
exhorts his listeners to soften their hearts, and turn unto
Jehovah, Chapter 2:4-15 contains judgrnent conderanations
pertaining to five foreign nations. The destruction of
Philistia will be complete, Moab and Arnmon, full of arrogance
and pride, vrill be destroyed, becoming like Sodom and Gomorrah,
In manifesting his power, Jehovali will expose the weakness and
debility of the deities of other lands; and all men will worship
before him. The wrath of Jehovah will come upon Ethiopia, arid
the worst calamity of all vrill befall Assyria, ©.nd its capitol
city Hineveh. Jerusalem is once more the subject of the prophet
discoiirse in 3:1-13. The princes of the city are exposed as
unti'ue to their position; the priests are profaners of that
which is sacred, while Jehovah has vainly tried to win back the
population to purity. They seer.i set in their sinful ways. The
coming judgment, which includes all other nations, will
certainly fall upon Judah. There will be a small group which
v/ill escape, and these are called upon to stand true throughout
the disaster, for the future holds better things. The last
section, Virhich many do not believe came from Zephaniah, 3:14-20,
gives us a picture of the redeemed daughter of Zion. She has
been resuced by Jehovah, who now rules over his chosen f aitliful.
The closirig verses present Jehovah as promising peace, salvation
cI
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and joy to those whom he has thus chosen.
It is no wonder, ttiat Zephaniah believed that tiie
day of Judgraent vms impending v/hen he viewed the advance tovv'ard
his land of the Scythian hordes. Herodotus in his History
gives us a picture of these barbarians; . . . .The Scythians
having thus invaded Media, v/ere opposed by the Medes, who gave
them battle, but being defeated, lost their empire. The Scythians
became masters of Asia.
After this they marched forward v^ith the design of
invading Egypt. When they reached Palestine, however, Psam-
metichus the Egyptian king met them with gifts and prayers, and
prevailed on them to advance no farther. On their return,
passing through Ascalon, a city of Syria, the greater part of
them went their way without doing any damage; but some few who
remained behind pillaged the temple of celestial Venus....
The dominion of the Scythians over Asia lasted
twenty-eight years, durir-g which time their insolence and
oppression spread ruin on every side. For besides the regular
tribute, they exacted from the several nations additional
imposts, which they fixed at pleasure; and further, they
scoured the country and plundered every one and whatever they
could," It would take no great amount of imagination to see
these hosts as forerunners of the day of the Lord. V/ith the
1, Smith, The Prophets and Their Times
,
p. 107
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sin and iuuaorality that was prevalent in Judah, the prophet
took this opportunity to present his message.
Teaching The day of the Lord, as given by Zephania^i is
terrific in its sv/eep. "^"The great day of the Lord is near, it
is near and hasteth greatly, even the voice of the day of the
Lord; the mighty man shall cry there "bitterly. That day is
a day of wrath, a day of trouble and distress, a day of
wasteness and desolation, a day of darkness and gloominess, a
day of clouds and thick darkness. A day of the trurapet and
alarm age.inst the fenced cities and against the high towers.
And I vjill bring distress upon men, that they shall walk like
blind men because they have sinned against the Lord; and their
blood shall be poured out as dust, and their marrow as the
dung. Neither their silver nor their gold shall be able to
deliver them in the day of the Lord's v>rrath; but the whole
lajid shall be devoured by the fire of his jealousy: for he shall
make even a speedy riddance of all them that dv;ell in the laiid."
This catyclismic upheaval is almost beyond our
comprehension. It is to be a time of v/holesale slaughter ard
destruction. Lien will ^16- like flies; and be powerless to help
themselves in the face of this terrible wTath of Jehovah. It
is an imminent de.y, full of terror and woe. It is coming as a
judgment upon the sin of mankind; and it will fall upon everything.
1. Zephaniah, 1:14-18
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man and beast, Jew and Gentile, There will be strange and horrible
events in nature; and only a small group of redeemed Hebrews
and foreigners will be rescued from the midst of this catastrophe.
But to this latter group he gives great hope in the promise of
joy, peace, purity, and happiness v;hich shall everywhere
abide among them#
Zephaniah did not add much to the religious thought
of his people. He follows the thought of the earlier prophets,
God*s people iiad sinned. They had ceased to follow him and do
his v/ill. Therefore his chosen people, in this case the entire
world was included, should be punished in a grand day of judg-
ment. There vjill be the reitmant that shall be saved and live in
the glory of God, However, most of this thought had been
already declared by the great prophets of the eighth century.
The most original thought, most likely, is his idea of including
the whole vjorld in such a vAiolesale and far-reaching upheaval
as the judgment day,
Suiftmiary "''"Zephaniah brought nothing nevj- to the solution" of
the problems of his day. He v/as but echoing the message of his
predecessors ,.. .He has nothing constructive to contribute to
the upbuilding of his nation^s lii'e. He is a destructive
critic pure and simple. He does not stress the ethical element
in the coming judgment; it is rather a punishment sent by Yahv/eh
1, Smith, The Prophets and Their Times
,
p. 110
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upon a v«ricked world that does not recognize his power."
^"The work of this prophet is not only very slight in
quantity, but both his style and his ideas have a somewhat
similar character of lightness. Even his denunciations tend to
run into the forra of pleasant little lyrics, and few of his
words could be described as arresting the mind by their force,
or leaving a permanent impression upon the memory .... It is
obvious that the message and style Y/hich thunder in Amos, sob
in Hosea, and resound with such majesty in Isaiaii, are nov
losing their power. Zephaniah becomes something of an echo and
one that is growing fainter."
Granting these contentions, it still remains for us
to recognize that Zephaniah. did contribute to his people in the
sense that he called them to repentance. He presented them with
a true picture of their lives, and exhorted them to return to
the religion and principles which Jehovah had given them. In
this, he rendered Judah a ti-ue service. "The preaching of
Zephaniah must Imve helped prepare the soil of Judah for the
great change v^rought by the Deuteronomic reform. But so far as
any records go, Zephaniah v^as little more than a voice crying in
the wilderness: 'Prepare for the day of Yahweh.*"
Nahum
"Perhaps at about the same time that Zephaniali
1. Orchard, Oracles of God
, pp. 122-123
2. Smith, The Prophets and Their Times
,
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prophesied, v/hen rJineveh was besieged by the liedes under
Cyaxares (625), but more probably nearly tv/o decades later,
^
shortly before the fall of Kineveh (606), h'ahuia began to prophesy.
He is the least attractive of the prophets. He T;as a nationalist,
and his heart was filled with vengeance for his country's foes.
Full of enthusiasm, he welcomed Assyria's fall. At last the
brutal despot v/ill be overthrown. All the known world has had
to bear his sinful tyranny. At last his cruelty and rapacity,
his lying diplomacy are to be requited. Yahweh, the God of
history, will judge hira. Ke has ordered the affairs of the
world to Assyria's undoing. IIo other judgment v/ill ever be
needed; this one is to be final."
Date As Bewer has indicated, the time of Nahum's prophecy
can probably be located between the years 625 and 612 E, C.
Bewer gives the year 606 B. G. as the fall of I'lineveh, but
recent discoveries tend to locate the fall of that city at the
year 612 B. C. "^"Recently an Assyrian document in the British
Museum has been brought to light which i:iakes necessary a
revision of accepted opinions with reference to the fall of
Nineveh. Heretofore that event has been placed at 507 or
606 B. G. The new evidence shows that it took place in 612
B. C. The new discovery to which Smith maices reference, is due
2to the work of Gadd. Thorn, holding to the belief that the
1, Smith, The Prophets md Their Times
,
p. 122
2. Thorn, The Prophets of Isrs.el, aiid Their I^^essage for
Today
, p, 91-92
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prophecy is concerned v/ith the historical fall of Ilineveh,
places it around that period. "^Cornill states that the book
v/as probably composed aroiind 625 B. C, at the tiiae v^ien the
'J
Medes unsuccessfully attt^clced liineveh. Orchard is rather
vague in assigning any definite date to the prophecy, as he
feels that it contains material too varied to be definite,
3
Eiselen believes that it came from some date betv/een 663 and
607 B. C. (He gives the later date as that of the fall of
Wineveh#) He sets these limits, due to the fact that the fall
of Thebes, vihich is laentioned, came in 663 B, C, and the fall
of Nineveh came in 607 B.C. He gives three crises through
VtThich Assyria passed in tlic second half of the seventh century
B. C, The first vras the revolt of Sharaashshumukin of Babylon
against his brother, the King of Assyria, in the period 650-
648 B. C. But Nineveh ivas not in a position dangerous enough to
call forth such a prophecy from Nahum. The second of these
crises, was the attack on Nineveh in 625 B. C, which we have
already mentioned. But our knowledge of this situation is
not sufficient to allow us to either prove or disprove that the
prophecy came at this tiir.e. The final crisis v/as the definite
1. Cornill, The Prophets of Israle, p. 77-78
2. Orchard, Oracles of God
, pp. 130-131
3. Eiselen, Prophecy and the Prophets
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fall and destruction of llineveh around S07 b. C, This
probably affords us the best situation into which '.ve raay fit
the prophecy of Nahum. "^"if," says a, B. Davidson, "the distress
of IJineveh referred to v^er© the final one, the descriptions of
the prophecy vvould acquire a reality and naturalness v/hich
they otherwise want, and the general characteristics of rlebrevf
prophecy would be more truly conserved," So we may sai'ely
assume that the prophecy v/as written B. C,, in regard
to the impending fall of t?ie city of loineveh.
Life We knovj little about KaJium as an individual. V;e
are not sure as to details of his life, ii note in the first
of his book says that he was an filkoshite. But this gives us
no additional clarity. In the little village of Alkush, vriiich
is about tv/o days' journey to the north, from the site of
ancient l\iineveh, the natives will show you what they claim is
the tomb of Wahum, Another tradition, dating at least from the
tirae of Jerome, in the later years of the fourth century A. D.,
places Elkosh in Galilee, There are others who claim that
Capernaura was the home of the prophet; as the name means Village
of Kahum, In a collection of traditions bearing the title:
"Lives of the Prophets," we find the statement "Mahum v^as from
Elkosh, beyond Bet Gabre, of the tribe of Sinieon," As Kahum
is associated with, and interested in the life of Judaii, it is
1. Eiselen, Prophecy and the Prophets
,
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logical to place his home somev/hero in the southern kingdoiu.
There may be some truth in the tradition T/hich places Elkosh
near iiineveh, hov/ever, as the prophet seems to be familiar with
the capitol city of the Assyrians.
Nahum was a trior ough-going nationalist. His prophecy
is a hyran of hate toward IJineveh, the capitol of those who have
oppressed his people for so long a time; it is a song of
rejoicing at the imrainent downfall and destruction of that city
and its inhabitants. "^"From all the evidence we possess, he v/as
a most violent nationalist and identified his poetic -prophetic
gift Y/ith patriotism. He cared for nothing so much a:; to see
his people's enemy, the beautiful mistress of enchantment,
cast dovm unwept and unconforted." His book is an ode of
triumph over the f al 1 of those v;hom he hates.
liVr it ing In the first section of the book, 1:2-15, v/e find
the decx-ee of the doom of I-ineveh. A description of the two
aspects of the chai'acter of Jehovah is given. He is a God of
both vengeance and y^^ mercy. It may seem that he does not
punish those vmo sin against him, but eventually retribution
overtakes them. Judah has been long suffering, and has had
much to bear. The prophet asks tixe people if they doubt that
Jehovah v/ill meto out justice to their oppressors. He then
declares that the doom of Kineveh has been decreed, for her
1. Hawley, The Teaching of the Prophets
,
p. 149
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people have sinned against Jehovah. Judah will De delivered,
vjrhile Assyria vj'ill be destroyed.
The next section, chapter two, deals with the
description of the downfall and destruction of Nineveh. It is
raost bloody and av/ful. The army has come up to attack bhe city,
and the defense has begun. The onslaught is terrible, the attack
fierce, the slaughter great. As desperate is the attack, so is
the defense, but in the end the city falls, a prey to her
conquerer. The queen is captured, the population flees, the
city is sacked, its wealth and treasures taken, and it is left
as a place of desolation, where only the i-uins of the proud
empire capitol '.vill remain. And in viewing all this in his
imagination, Nalium is made happy over the defeat of those whom
he hates. Jehovah has worked his will upon the As Syrians I
Chapter three continues the picturization of the
end of Nineveh and of Assyria. The prophet pronounces a woe
upon the city. She has played a harlot's part, and she will
receive the reward of the harlot. There will be none who will
mourn for her. Force, and strength of arras will be of no avail
to her. Kahurg likens her end to that of Thebes, in Egypt, which
was sacked by the Assyrians. The city will be destroyed, her
povj-er vaiiish, and the \ihole earth rdll be made glad at
her destruction.
^"Woe to the bloody city.
1. Mahum, 3:1-8
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Full of violence and lies
!
Prey never ceases.
Crack of ivhip, rattle of v/heel.
And the gallop of horse
Along -with the jolting chariot I
A rearing v;ar horse.
Gleaning sword, flashing spear.
And a multitude of slaia.
There is no end of bodies;
One sturables over corpses.
From the raany deeds of the harlot.
Beautiful mistress of enchantnient.
Committing adultery vdth nations
And peoples -vvith her coquetting
Behold I'm coming against you, says Yahv/eh
I've uncovered your garment upon you
I've shown the nations your nakedness
And your shame is revealed to the kingdoms
I've had uncleaness hurled upon you.
For a vile spectacle have I made you.
And shall hide when once they espy you.
Saying: Nineveh has fallen,
"Cno shall bev;ail her?
From whence could I find any one
MJho T/ould give comfort to her?
fI
t
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Can it be you are better than Ho-Amon
Built araong the Kivers?
Her sea Avas her raiiipart.
Her ivall v^as the %vater,"
Teaching The single theme and idea around "which this prophecy-
is built is that of the destruction of Nineveh. It naturally
folloTis frora this fact that there is little religious teaching,
li<hat we/ind is located mainly to the beginning of the Y;ork«
Here the tvro-fold aspect of the char8.cber of Jehovah is brought
out. The punishnent of the ivicked is the expression of the
divine verigeance, and the salvation of the oppressed ones is
the manifestation of the divine mercy. Divine favor and
protection comes through faith and trust in Jehovah,
The prophets who had come before Kahum, had given a
place in their messages to the sin and guilt of the nation. They
had represented punishment and affliction as the result of sin
and disloyalty to God, and had insisted that relief and salvation
Y/ould come only through repentance, and a turning back to
Jehovah, M; um has no place for this conception. Hot that he
is not interested in it, or does not believe in it, but he
rather is concerned only with the coming fall of laneveh, and
the results for Judah . He is pointing out the hand of God in
the destruction of the Assyrians, and the meaning of the
disaster for Judah. It was not necessary that he bring forth
Judah 's sin to accomplish this. His cry is hatred for Ilineveh,
I
ami joy at hor catastrophe. £iseleri "believes that v;e should
not impute this to a personal hatred, but rather says that this
feeling on Wahim's part is the indignant expression of outraged
humanity. That he is the spokesman for the group. Ildium
further gives us a religious expression, in that he brings out
the universality of the rule of God. In bringing forth his idea
of the vengeance and mercy of Jehovah, he demonstrates how the
actions of men and nations are effected by the character of
God. To those v/no choose to follov/ Jehovah and obey his
precepts, there will come prosperity aiid peace. Those wrio sin
and harden their hearts will receive the just rev;ard for their
acts. So Kahuia exalts Jehovah, and makes his rule and power
universal.
S-ommary ^Thorn quotes Dr. Kirkpatrick as saying: "llahum had
a great principle, an eternal truth, to proclaiiii—the certain
destrucoion of this world* s kiiigdouis built on the foundation
of force and fraud; the triumph of the kingdom of God reared
on the foundation of truth and righteousness." In speaking of
Uahum*s idea of God's vengeance, and his retribution coming
2through human agencies. Orchard states that this concept does
not reveal all of God's will or purpose, llahum sees only a part
of the divine plan. "Tlaere is no recognition in our prophet
1. Thorn, The Prophets of Israel and Their Liessage for
Today
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that vengeance often goes too far, iiis viev/ of history is not
wide enough to discern that all these repetitions of retribution
do nothing to prevent further experiments in oppression. Pie
has not yet reached the vision of the poet Blalce, which is only
too true a comment upon historical vengeance:
"The hand of vengeance sought the bed
To which the purple tyrant fled;
The iron hand crushed the tyrant *s head.
And became a tyrant in his stead."
Nahuiu presents a part of the eternal plan of God, perhaps, but
he does not see the incompleteness of his vision of God*s
will. This is an interesting coiK-aent, which throws a uiore
complete light on bhis prophet of nationalism.
Guoh is the man and the prophet. A man of deep
feeling, he expresses it in hate toward the oppressor, and in
joy at her downi'all. rle is a patriot, but narrow in his
intense nationalism. He coiitributes little that is progressive
in the religious sense. lie lived and wrote for an epoch in
history. His greatest claim, perhaps, is that he wrote as
the spokesman of mankind in expressing this attitude toward the
Assyrian tyrant, "^"in his own day Kahuiu may have been very
popular and important; in the history of religion he holds an
inferior place. V/ere it not that the feelings of oppressed
1. Bewer, The Literature of the Old Testament, p. 139
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huBxanity found voice in hira and that he v/as conscious of it,
his message would have been one of unrelieved national isiu."
Habakkuk
The hand of vengeance sought the bed
To TJhich the purple tyrant fled;
The iron hand crushed the tyrant's head.
And became a tyrant in his stead."
(Blake)
It is this very problera vjhich is the thenie of the
book of Habakkuk, He knov/s of the oppression of the Assyi'ians
and their cruelties • They have been overthjrovm by the Ledes
and the Chaldeans; and the Chaldeans have become supreme in the
west. The small nations have simply exchanged masters. One
oppressor has replaced another. The question in the mind of
Habakkuk is this: How can Jehovah use the sinful and wicked
Chaldeans as the means of his vengeance toward Judah, who is
less sinful than those vAio come to crush her?
"in the book of Habakkuk a new type of prophecy
appears. The prophets were primarily preachers and teachers
of religion and ethics. They addressed themselves to their
fellow countryiaen in axi attempt to win them back to Jehovah and
1. Orchard, Oracles of God
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a righteous life, ilot so habakloik. He addresses himseli' to
Jehovah, questioning ohe justice or even the reality of the
Divine Providence. He makes complaint to God and expostulates'
with him."
Date and Of Habakkuk v/e know nothing, w'e do not have either
Life
his home or his genealogy. Even his name is non-Hebre\7. Viho
and what he v/as \.fe do not Icnow. He may have been a foreigner
v/ho was adopted into the Hebrev; race. His work, however, stands
for itself. The contribution which he gave to the religion and
thought of the Hebrews v/ould be of value if we had no evidence
of any direct authorship. As to the time when he wrote and
prophesied, v/e can be somewhat more definite. ^Orchard fixes
a date around 600 B. C, but does not commit himself with any
certainty. ""Bewer sets the time as between 606 and 600 3. C.
He does not make any definite statement to this effect; this is
simply a direct inference from his %vriting. He seems to take
it for granted that Habaidcuk wrote after the fall of Nineveh.
3
Thorn places Habakkuk in the midst of Jeremiah s prophetic
career, some time after the fall of Mineveh. ^iselen shows
from the text of the book tixat certain things are indicated:
(l) the Chaldeans had not as yet come into direct contact
1. Orchard, Oracles of God
,
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with the Hebrews, (2) they had already given exhibitions of
the cruel methods they employed in v/arfare, so that the
Hebrews v/ere familiar with their militarism. As ITebuchadrezzer
made Judah a vassal state around 600 B. C, and had defeated
Necho at Carchemish in 605 B, C, Eiselen thinks that some tirae
shortly before 600 B. C, is a suitable date for Kabakkuk.
This position v/e choose to accept.
Writing The book of Habakkuk may be divided into three
sections, "^"(l) The prophet's tv/ofold perplexity and the divine
solutions (1:2—2: 5) J (2) A taunt-song over the downfall of
the Chaldeans (2:6-20); (3) The "prayer" of Habakkuk (chapter 3)."
The book opens with the prophet's uttering a complaint
which arises because Jehovah apparently is unaAvare of the
corruption and evil in Judah, and seemingly does not care
about it. This puzzles Habakkuk, for his conception of Jehovah
does not coincide v/ith this seeming indifference. In answer
to this complaint, Jehovah answers tliat judgment is coiiing very
short/ly, aiid uill be executed through the agency of the Chaldeans.
But this does not help the -prophet; it rather increases
his problem. Is it possible that a good God can approve the
cruel and horrible deeds of the Chaldeans? It is true that
Judah has sinned, but are the wicked and sinful Chaldeans to
be the executioners and distribute punisliment? These problems
1, Eiselen, Prophecy and the Prophets
, p. 173
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are a source of worry, and his faith is tested, but he does not
give up. And the ansv/er comes in tlie form of a vision, v/hich
is to be given to all. The Jev/s, being righteous, will triumph
in the end, vAiile the Chaldeans Virill perish.
The second section contains mainly a taunt-song against
the cruel Chaldeaja oppressor. Five ^voes are pronounced upon the
enemy for his evil and v^icked character: 1. For nis desire
for conquest and plunder; 2. for his rapacity; 3. because he
has built cities -with the blood and property of strangers;
4. for his cruelty and oppression toward those vAiom he has
conquered; 5. because of his idolatry
.
The book ends v;ith a lyric in \iihich the majesty
and might of Jehovah are pictured, and the prophet expresses
his certainty that Jehovah controls his life, and iii God is
his salvation to be found.
Teaching
"^"The earliest book to raise a question as to the
justice of God*s dealings viith the nation v/as that of liabakkuk,
provided we accept the common vievif as to its date.. ..But most
scholars hold that it dates from the closing years of the
seventh century." There was much to trouble the prophet of
seventh century Israel. Internally there had corae to Judah,
under the reign of Jehoiakira, a period of social injustice,
oppression and unrighteousness, Jehovah did not interfere
1. Knudson, Religious Teachings of the Old Testament, p. 277
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in this wickedness. Was it that he did not care? Such could
not be the case. V/hy did God, who v/as righteous, perrait such
conditions to exist? Habakkuk asks this of Yahv/eh:
^"O Yahvjeh, how long shall I cry,
and Thou wilt not hear?..,.
For the wicked compasses about t,he righteous;
therefore justice goes about perverted."
This prophet did not doubt God, but he could not understand,
and not understanding, he began to question. Experience began
to place itself alongside of faith, and the conflict liecessarily
resulted in his cind.
He despaired; the outlook was dark and gloomy. But
he received an ansv/er to his query. In the advance of the
Chaldeans, he saw that they had been raised up to be the instruments
for justice in the hand of Yahweh. Like his predecessor
Isaiah, the prophet chose to interpret that, the historic move-
ments and events of his time were guided and directed by
Yahweh for the fulfillment of his purposes, Put his ar;sw2r v/as
not sufficient. For justice was not the chief characteristic of
the Chaldeans. Their attitude was that of the conqueror, brutal
and plundering. They were rnoro sinful and wicked than Judah
whom they had been sent to punish. Once more he addresses
himself to Yahv^eh. For answer he receives a vision of God.
1. Habakkuk, 1:2-4
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Yahweh appeai-s as the leader, vjith splendor and pov/er, in the
accomplishment of tne freeing of his people and in the destroying
of their enemies. God would aid his chosen. But God did not
intervene. Conditions did not become better. So the prophet
took his stand upon the watch tower, and v/aited until he received
some v;ord with regard to the situation. The aiiok/cr cor.cs, v.'ith
the reassurance that the vision that he has seen is true, tliat
Yamveh is in control of the v^orld, and that at such a time as
he desires he will vjork his righteous v/ill.
Let liabaidoik only have faith and believe I Yahweh is
righteous. So the prophet spealcs forth his woes unto the
Chaldeai'iS, coiifident in his belief in the rigriteous goodness and
power of Yahweh. He knows nov^:
"Though the cause of evil prosper,
Yot *tis truth alone is strong:
Though her portion be the scaffold,
Aiid upon the throne be wrorig.
Yet that scaffold sways ti-.e futui-e.
And behind the d m unknown,
Standeth God within the jjhadow.
Keeping watoh above His ovrn."
(James Russell Lowell)
Up to this time, the prophets had been content to
state, "Jehovali sayeth thus." Habalckuk dares to talk to God,
and question him about the justice and goodness of his I'ulo,
It
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He is desirous of interrogating God as to the wisdon; oi his
actions. Eg has hccomo a roligious searcher, not merely
content v/ith acceptiu{y, tradition and dogina. Ai'id the beauty
of his experience, not only for his tiiae, but for all tiiaes, is
that through his experience of doubt aiid ura-est he not only
kept his faith alive, but cauo out of this trying period in his
life with his faith renewed and strengthened because of his
search for truth.
Suimviary ^"This bit of prophecy is an illustration of a
faiiiiliar truth, viz., that faith is alvjays an achievement, not
a jiere inlieritance. • . . It is the glory of Judaism that cien like
Habalcicuk kept faith alive in the hearts of the people durir^g a
series of national calamities that udgiit ivell have crushed the
life out of it. The faith of Judaism grew richer and stroiiger
the more severely it was tried."
"Ke fought his doubts and ga'c-hei-'u strerigth,
Hfe wuulu not make his judgement blii^d.
He faced the spectres of the mind
And laid them; thus he cams at length
To find a stronger faith his ov/n;
And Pov/er v/as with him in the night
ViHiich makes the darkness and the light.
And dwells not in the light alone.
But in the darkness of the cloud."
(Tennyson, In Iiemoriam, xcvi)
1. Smith, The Prophets and Their Times
,
p. 133
1i
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His contributions toward the problem of suffering aie
of value in that he deepens the faith aiid trast in God in spi^e
of appearances. ^"The solution, hov/ever, which it offers to the
problem it raises can hardly Le said to go beyond the teachir»g
of the past, Righteousness, v;e sre assured, will ultimately
triumph. The prosperity of the v/icked \vill not last; the
heathen oppressor will be destroyed. On the otner hand, the
sufferings of Judali will soon be exided, the righteous will
live because of his f aitiifulness Kov/ever, Habakkuk does give
us a deep faith and grip on the problems of lil'e. As Bevrcr
states it: ^"V/e do not know hov/ great Habalikuk's influence was
v/ith his contemporaries, but on posterity it was far-reaching...
the formulation of the result of his profound soul struggles
Vvfas so simple and pregnant that six centuries later Paul
adopted it as most adequately expressing the ans'iver to his o^vn
deep problem^ aiid ai'ter another fifteen centuries Ltartin
Luther found in it the light that illumined aiid liberated his
soul . • .
•
The righteous shall live by his faith,"
Jeremiah
Fortunately, w© knov; more of the lii'c and activity
1, Knudson, The Religious Teachings of the Old Testament
,
p. 279-280
2, Bewer, The Literature of the Old Testament
,
p, 142
rt
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of Jeremiah than of any of the other prophets. This is due
partly, states ^Knudson, to his hauit of self-rcvelat ion, ard
partly to the fact that he, like i>ariiuel Johnson, naa xiis Eoswell,
Baruch, his scribe, was in him in Jorusaleui, and also accorauanied
him to Egypt. The scribe apparently wrote a biography of
Jermeiali which was freely used in the editing of our present
canonical book.
Knudson says that Jeremiah v/as born around 650 B. C.
3 4Bewer gives the same date, while Robinson places his birth
somewhere in the period 650-640 B. C. With these cibatioris, v/e
may accept 650 B. C. as the approximate date of his birth. His
home was not in Jerusalem, but rather in Anathoth, a country
toYrn about three miles northeast of Jerusalem. His was a
priestly faraily, his father Hilkiah being one of the priests of
the village. We may well say, tlien, that Jeremiah Y/as brought
up under religious instruction, being v/ell informed in the
religion and faith of his people. Particularly vjas he informed
of the works of the northern prophets, for his people v/ere of
the Korth, belonging to the tribe of Benjamin rather than to
Judah. By nature he was shy, gentle, retiring, with deep
religious feeling and poetic insight.
1. Knudson, xhe
_
Beacon Lights of Prophecy
, pp. 168-159
2. Ibid as 1
3. Bewer, The Literature of the Old Testament
, p. 143
4. Robinson, Proohecy and the Pronhets, u. 121
€I.
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Call Hid call oo the prophoLic mixiistry carue in the
thirteenth year of the I'eign of Josis/n, or in 6ZG E, C, If he
VB.3 lorn around 650 B. C, he must have been a rather your^g i:.an,
and he used this argument as a reason for not accepting the
call. We have here an interesting contrast v/ith Isaiairi. .iTien
the Lord inquired, "ifflaora shall I send, and vmo ivill go for us?"
Isaiah* s answer was, "Here ara 1; send me." Jeremiah, hov/ever,
due to his gentle, retiring nature, rather shrank from ansv»ering
the call. He ansv^ered the challenge, however, 'and continued in
his prophetic office until the years following the fall of
Jerusalem in 586 B, C.
At the time tliat Jeremiah began his ministry, there
was great danger that the country would be overun e.nd cgptured
by the advancing Scythian hordes, of whom mention has already-
been made. Jeremiah used the moment as an opportunity to call
his people to repentance for their sins, and asked them to
return to Jehovah, whom they had forsaken. The prophet
enumerates their evil deeds, and charges them to forsake tVieir
iniquity and seek the favor of God through humility and
repentance. Due to their wickedness, they v/ill be punished.
Jehovah has sent his agents to visit them with woe and disaster.
They v/ill receive from the oncoming Scythians tlieir due reward.
But the destruction which Jeremiah pictured as visiting Judah
was never realized. The Scythians passed by Jerusalem v^itliout
doing any harm, and as a result Jeremiah was discredited and
branded as a false prophet. "^Smith thinlcs that it may have
1. Smith, The Prophets and Their Times , p. 117
fI
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been due to his miatalcen prophecy in this connection that he -i/as
overlooked when the book of the Law was discovered, and the
prophetess Huldah visited instead, -^Knudson points out, however,
that after the death of Josiah, he again began his prophetic
activity, end in 604 B. C, he published his earlier Scjrthian
discourses, "Evidently, Jeremiah distinguished bet^veen the
incidental and the essential eleraents in his message, Kis
original prophecy of doom had not been fulfilled by the
Scythiaiis,as he had expected. Eut tnis was a minor matter*
There was an essential truth in the prophecy, and now, he says,
in B. C. 604, it will be fulfilled by the Babylonians,"
Deuteronomy In regard to the attitude of Jeremiah toward the
reform which followed xhe discovery of the book of the lav/,
there is diversity in the opinions of the scholars. Some hold
to the view that he whole-heartedly supported the reform
program. Others maintain that he opposed the movement on the
grounds that the law came fi*om the pens of false scribes.
Both contentions are extreme. It is not likely that Jeremiah
would have attacked a reform vjiiich v/as trying to remove evils
of which he was undoubtedly aware. Likewise, he was in sympathy
Yifith much of the work that was being carried on. But that he
whole-heartedly gave his full support may be questioned. For
he saw that while the movement \ms in the right direction, there
1, Knudson, The Beacon Lights of Prophecy
,
p, 176
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T/ere other things that v^ere also necessary. The heart end soul
of the nation must be purified and made clean, as v/ell as the
temple. Just as the nation had centralized the worship at
Jerusalem, so the nation must centralize Jehovalri and his
corariiandments in their lives. Further, this centralizing of
worship at the temple vjas giving a superstitious trust in the
temple. The reform v;as external in many of its aspects, and it
was probably this fact that prevented the prophet from accepting
it thoroughly.
Jehoiakim The second period in the ministry of Jeremiah began
at Josiah*s death, and the accession of his son Jehoiakim. The
son v/as of different calibre from his father. l/Thile Josiali had
been just, honorable and devoutly religious, his successor was
ungust, cruel, oppressive and irreligious. A reaction set in
against the reforms, and heathenism and idolatry again lifted
up their heads. Jeremiah was not in favor of the attitude and
methods of this new king, and he accordingly became the spokesman
for purity and righteousness. lie took occasion to go into the
temple during a festival when a great crovrd had assembled, and
there delivered an address in Vtiiich he stated that like the
Shiloh of old, the temple would be destroyed. The king heai'd
of these statements, and ordered the arrest of the audacious
prophet. But some of the leaders, v/ho perhaps secretly favored
Jeremiah, brought forv^ard the fact that under king Hezekiah
the prophet Micah had made some such utterance, and he had not
flL
.
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been punislied. So Jeremiah escaped for the moment. Another
prophet, Uriah by narr.e, xrho gave something similar to the
prophesy of Jeremiaii, did not so easily escape. His ai'rest was
ordered; he fled to Egypt; was extradited back to Judah, and
then put to death for his prophesy.
This experience was not enough to frighten Jeremiah,
About a yeai' or so later, he again gave out a decree of doom,
saying in the court of the temple that the city would be
destroyed. As a result of this statement he was scourged and
placed in the stocks for a period of over night, Jeremiah then
declared that Pashur, the officer who had punished him, v/ould go
into captivity v/ith his faraily. Following this bold move, the
prophet was denied the opportunity of entering the court of the
temple. So he turned from preaching to voriting. During the
fourth reign of the king Jehoialcim, he dictated to Bai'uch, his
scribe, all of the prophecies which he had given up to that
date, and commanded that they be read before the people at, the
next public fast. Groat interest v^as arousod as a result of
this public reading, and Baruch was asked to i-ead them a second
time before a group of the princes. The roll was then taken to
the king, v;ho took the mamscript and cut it up into pieces,
which he threw into the brazier nearby. The ai'rest of Jeremiah
and Baruch was ordered, but they managed to hide. It was
probably during this period of concealment that the roll \ms
re-dictated and re-copied, and to the original material was
added a terrible curse upon the king himself, V;© ai-e not sure how
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long Jeroiuiah was f ox'ced to reiaain in hiding frorr: the king, lucre
are some v/ho hold that for the rest of Jehoiakiiix*s reign it r/as
necessary for Jcreiaia]:i to keep himself in concealment. The
suggestion has been made that he left Judah, to return after the
death of the king. Vife cannot he definite in the matter, only
to conjecture that after a time, the king's anger subsided, and
the prophet v/as once more allowed his liberty.
Zedekiah The third period of Jeremiah's prophetic aiinistry
was during the reigii of Zedekiah. Toward the latter part of his
reign, Jchoiakim had entered into a rebellion against Kebucha-
drezzdr. Before the Babylonian forces had reached Jerusalem,
Jehoiakira had died, and his son Jehoiachin Y/as king of Judalu
The young king was taken prisoner to Babylon, and with him went
as captives the creena of the population of Jerusalem. Jehoiachin'
s
uncle, Zedekiah, v/as placed on the throne by Nebuchadrezadr
.
Jeremiala held that those in Babylon were the good figs, and those
who were left in Jerusalem, vj^:lo had been giving themselves up
to pride and arrogance, -ivere the bad figs. j\mong the captives
in Babylon, the hope was held that they should soon return.
Jeremiah v/rote to them, warning them that they should anticipate
a long period of captivity. His enemies in Babylon, the false
prophets, wrote to Jerusalem, asking that he be made to keep
silent, the attemtp to do Ti'^iich was either not tried or was
unsuccessful.
In Jerusalem, the people were seething with ideas of
rebellion and revolt against their Babylonian overlord.
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Penal Justice in Ulilitarian Philosophy
C* Lric Lincoln
!• Utilitarianism defined:
A. "Utilitarianism iS traditionally understood as the view that the right
act is the act ^ hich, of all those open to the agent vvill actually or
probably produce the greatest amount of pleasure or happiness in the
world at large." (Dictionary of Philosophy)
B, "By the principle of utility is meant that principle which approves or
disapproves of every action v/hatsoever^ according to the tendency which
it appears to have to augment or diminish the happiness of the party
whose interest is in questiohi or to promote or to opaose that
happiness, I say of e^fery action whatsoever; and therefore not only
of every action of a private individual, but of every measure of a-ovor-
ment," (Jeremy Bentham)
II, The British Utilitarians: Their American Suppessors
, / if
«
A. Jerenor Bentham - 1748-1832 - » .1 '^-^U^^ .\ • uet /fj^ I
B. John Stuart iiill - 1806-1873 / .
C. Herbert Spencer - 1820^1903 r^/Ccc.<^y^^-f ; y g ^ , .
D. Henry Sidwick - 1838-1900 - i'-^M.^<*4 ^ ...fHn«<^
fu^u, p. j
E. American utilitarianism usually primarily concerned with voluntaristic
or "interest" theories of value, e,g, in the pragmatic ethics of i m,
James (18A2-1910), John Dewey (1359-1952), and R, B, Perry (I876-),
III, Penal Justice in Bentham' s Philosophy
A, The Principle of Utility
1. Every human being is goverened by "two soverei^gn masters, pain and
pleasure ." Every act is determined br this - aeivtrol laf opposing forces,
"The principle of utility recognizes this subjection" and makes it
the foundation of morals arid law,
2, "Ely utility is meant that principle which approves, or disapproves
of every action" in terms of its augmenting or diminishj,ng the happi-
ness of the party concerned.
If the party concerned is the community in general, then the principle
applies to the corporate person as it >.ould to an individual,
B, Law defined - a law is but a particular kind of action. It conforms
to the pidnciple of utility when the t.eiide:.c7 it has to augment the
good of the community is greater than mi' it has to diminish that
good.
C, Pain and pleasure - Pain is the only possible evil; ^od the only
possible pleasures-^ — —
^
v
D, Four Sanctions of Pain and Pleasure,
1. Physical sanction
2. Political sanction
3. lloral sanction A^^^^ f^^ - 'l^'^Y'^'^tf-^ ' I /> *
4. Religious sanction<r--'.tc.t P^'MU^ y rU^^^^^M "/^-^T^
E, Punishment of An Act. The end of government is to promote the happiness
of the society by punishing and rewarding, i.e., by the official dis-
tribution of pains and pleasures. The nature of punishmept should
,
/
r^st upon - , ^ Uu^t
1, the act committed /^^^^(UlcLiUa.^ i^?^Miicij.
2, the circumstances under which it was committed'
tiy^\u.''\{.-J- A'K j-4ui'''^'Ci
3, intentionality acconpanying the act-' .^i. .v.^-'^.'-^'" /
'
4, consciousness (level of awareness) regarding the acf^
5» motive " -^•^^v -O'-
-^••^^Y
t^-^ " i^C'-'- > . , , /
, ^ J y)
6, disposition /oiLthe tncU^dualf^-^^^
F, The lOLschief of The Act (Criminal content). The tendency of an act is
mischievous when the consequences are mischievous*
1. Primary mischief „ .
, ,
(a) original - ^^^iw^s^ /j'^ ,
(b) derivative '/i'Via/^ d.fJLv^^tU^ ^^lU^
2. Secondary mischief , ' ^
(a) pain<cyy-^/^..tt^n,) V^W/^f/Z/^v. . /
(b) danger'- Mi-'~^ -M. l^la-^A/^ ^ A^^^'-t^-.
G» Deferment of Punishment, All punishment is evil and should b^exercised
only insofar as it promises to exclude a cheater evil, Itiyshould be
withheld —
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1. When it is groundless
2. When it is inefficacious ^ fi(vu^ ii ^t^Mli ^t4<6^
3. When it is unprofitable or too expensive '
4. When it is unnecessary
H. Objectives of Punishment
1, Prevention of all offemses
2, Prevention of the worst offenses
3, Reduction of the extent of the mischief
A. Prevention of mischief as exonomically as possible
•IfCitiihl, a.fj^^iiw-wU>fa«nAJ-:>w of Punlshment
1, Must be increased in magnitude in proportion to-
(a) a decrease in certainty
(b) a decrease in proXinp.ty
(c) the incidence of criminal habituation
2. Must be oblivious of possible aid from the remaining sanctions
3» liust not be excessive in terms of its objectives (above)
U* Must consider the unequal sensitivities of individuals
J. Properties necessary to punishment
6. frugality -.^i-i-^ U^j-^ ^u.^^.^ja^.j
..
7. reforming tendency-- /
8. disabling efficacy
9. subservience to compensation
(a) vindictive compensation
(b) lucrative compensation
10, popularity
11. reraissability
IV, Criticism and Conclusion
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Jereraiah v&s continually advising againso auuh a pulicy, as
he realized uue TutiliLy of any course of action which "vvould
pit Judah against the forces of Babylon. He foreisavv that there
could only he one logical consequence of a struggle betv/een
Judaii and Babylon. JudaJri would be defeated and forced to endure
fui-ther suffering and persecution. 3o he counseled i;uui.iiijt>lon
to Babylon, and the paymeiit of the tribute. In 594 B. C, his
attitude caused him trouble with Piananiah, another prophet.
Hananiah had declared that in two years* time the nations would
be freed from the yoke of Kebuchadreasdr . Jeremiah retaliated
by branding such a declaration as false, and prophesyiiig that
the penalty for such a pernicious statement would be the death
of him who had uttered it. Hananiah v/as dead within two
months. Jeremiali never changed his opinion on tlie subject of
rebellion on the part of Judah. At the time of the f inal siege
of Jerusalem, he still maintained that the only course which
could save the city was to submit to Nebuchadrezzar. If they
failed to do this, death and destruction awaited the city. Such
opinions v^ere bound to arouse antagonism on the part of those vvho
were leading the fight, aiad when Jeremiah attempted to leave
the city, he was arrested as a traitor, on the charge of
desertion. Taksn to the cour-t of the guard, he still advised
the people to adopt the policy of submission to the
Babylonians. The nobles finally, having secured the assent of
the king, lov-'ered Jeremiah into a well, knee-deep in mud. Here
he would have perished but for the fact that he was rescu ed by
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an Ethiopian enuch, Ebed-melek by name. Ke v.ras again taken to
the king, and still his message v/as that of surrender to
Kebuchadrezz5r . The king did not adopt tnis course, and the
end "was, as Jereraiah knew it v/ould be, the capture and destruc-
tion of Jerusalem and the captivity of its inhabitants.
Nebuohadrezz^ gave Jeremiali his choice of going to
Babylon or stayizig i;jith the miserable remnant in Jerusa-lerri, and
he chose the latter alternative. He evidently thought to devote
his energies to the reconstruction of his nation, and the
welfare of his city. But it vj'as not long until the governor
appointed by the Babylonian kirig was luurdereu, and the leading
Jews had fled to Egypt. They forced Jeremiah to go v/ith them,
and there, still pursuing his denunciation of them for their
idolatry, tradition says he met his death at the harids of those
YJiiom he tried to help.
^"Thus ends the career of this intrepid spirit vjliose
spiritual pilgrimage we have been able to follow over a long
and tragic period of more than forty years. His contribution
to religion was t7/ofold. There was his teaching, but over and
above his teaching, there v/as the man himself," We have already
mentioned the man, and his sensitive, spiritually poetic
nature, u'e will now discuss his contributions Lo the r eligion of
his race.
1. Calkins, Jeremia]:! the Prophet
,
p. 351
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In agreenient v/ith the other prophets of his nation,
Jeremiah believed in the Lord C-od Jehovah, who had made a
covenant wiuu Israel, end. had protected and favored ther;:, ir.
spite of their raany idolatries. In two waya, aov/ever, Jeremiah
advemoes further than the rest of the pre-Exilic prophets in
his conception of Jehovah. He very explicit. Xy denies any
existence of any other God. Idolatry is not only irreligious;
it is not a rational view. The Hebrew prophets had gradually
developed in the thought of raonotheisni. Ethical qualifies Itad
been assigned to Jehovah, Avhich tended to universalize the
conception of his power. The underlying ideas that would in
time destroy polytheism were here expressed, but they were
still more or less in the basic sta e of development. In.
Jeremiaii we have the complete expression of tne thouglit. He
does not concede s-_ *tlxe existence of any other God b(^t^ehovah.
Jehoval'i for Viim is uhe one aiid only deity to be worshipped.
is the forerunner of the final monotheism brought out by
tlie prophets cf the exilic period.
Jei-emiah progressed further than did his fellow
prophets in another v^reiy also. To the prophets that preceded
him, God, and his authority had been accepted on the basis of
the tradition of the past. God came to the^'^'f^Vough the history
and teachings of their people. Undoubtedly Jeremialri also knew
God through these sources, but God was revealed to him in
another manner. He knev/ God through his own personal experience.

Throughout his life, he ivas lai sunders tood, and persecuted, and
in his despair there v/as often only God to whora he could turn.
He talked vfith God, oomrauned with hiLa, had fellov/ship
him, one spirit with another, until he felt the closeness and
uplift of the true iie.8.rt of God. For the other prophets God
had been transcend€Li;t, wonderful, awe-inspiring. To Jere;iiiah he
was a friend, a comrade, a bit more like the Father v/hich Jesus
has given to us. God v/as personal, spiritual, a being v/ith
whom one could enter into intimate contact and feeling.
Religion thus becaiue an individual affair betv/oen man and his
God. The earlier prophets were concerned v/ith the relationship
which existed between the nation and their God. Sin vras national,
redemption vias national, religion was on a national 'oasis. But
nor/ it xms to be changed, '"rt is hai'd for us to realize
what a great step forward in the history of spiritual religion
was taiosn when Jeremiah boldly declared that the true subject of
religion v/as not the nation, but the individual. The best
thought in Israel had been gradually tending to this conception,
but it could only come as a divine revelation through an
experience like Jeremiah's. He had v/itnessed the powerlessness
of the authority of king or law-book to impose a reformation
upon the people from without. Ke had realized that the Temple,
v/hich was indispensable to religion as it was then understood,
must be destroyed. But in the depths of his own soul he had
1, Thorn, The Prophets of Israel and Their '-.essage for
Today
,
p. 112-113
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discovered the possibility and necessity of a nore direct and
personal relationship to God, and he knev; that the experience
granted to him v/as meant for all."
Sin Yifith this spiritualization of the religious experience
came the new conception of sin, Li^ce his fslloAv spirits,
Jeremiah had preached against the sins of the people: iiuaoral ioy,
injustice, idolatry. He is very dorainant in the v/ay he attacks
the evils of his day. The covenant v/hich Jehovah had made with
Israel was to be broken, and the people Ytrould receive the due
punishment for their sin. Jeremiah, we have said, v;as as
insistent as the rest in this matter. But he traced sin
further back to its source than did the other prophets. He
was the psychologist auvong his fellows. He again took into
consideration his own personal experience with God. How was he
in his relationship with the Lord? V/as he himself clean—he
who claimed to be Cjiving the v;ord of God? He discovered that
he himself \ms sinful, deceitful, and not always vrarthy. If
this were true of himself, it must follow that it v;as true of
others. He found that he, who v/as seeking to do the vdll of
God, had possibilities of sinning. Then those who did not
follow after God and his way must certainly have sin within
their hearts. So he viewed s in as a spiritual disease—
a
malignant infection which must be driven out of the heart
before righteousness could become a part of tiie individual.
He did not preach total depravity of a human being. The stork
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in the sic/ lias its instiiicts; so also the huiiian heart and spirit
has its instinct toward God. Vihat is necessary is that this
inherent desire to know God, and beconie one with him, shall
rule the soul an.d spirit of the individual. Here af^jain
Jereniah is dravfing near to the teaching of Jesu^ who held that
sin came from the impure motives of the inner life.
Kew Coveii- If the tasis of sin io found in the huiaan soul and
aiit
spirit, then the cure for evil must also be found there. The
evil desires, passions, and lusts, must be removed from the
heart and be replaced that v/hich is pure, high, aiid noble.
As a result of this idea, we have the conception of the IJev/
Coveneuit. The Old Covenant, between Jehovaii and his people,
v/as insufficient. It had been external and v/as imposed from
without. The nev/ covenant was to be one of pardon and grace. A
covenant to be effective must be the development of mutual
affection, which coaes from coranion interest of ideals and
purpose.
-^"Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will
make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the house
of Judah....I will put My law in their inrfard parts, and in
their heart v;ill I write it; and I will be their God, a^^u o,ney
shall be my people; and they shall teach no more every man his
neighbor, and every man his brother, saying, Knov/ the Lord:
for they shall all know Lie, from the least of them to the
1. Jeremiah, ol:31-34-
c
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greatest of thera, saith the Lord: for I v;ill forgive their
iniquity, and their sin will I ixjuieiaoei' no i.iore."
'"Here, for the first tirae, true religion is
truly expressed as (l) the concern of the individual far ..-iOre
intiiaately than the concern of the nab ion as such; (2) as
depending ultimately on perfect harmony Vv'ith the 7/ill of God;
(3) as attainable, not by any outv/ard conformity, but only in
a spirit and a life,"
Once again Jeremiah approaches the spirit of the Hew
Testainent, But he falls far short of the coiapleteness of the
message of Jesus. He describes tlie transformation which shall
take place, but he does not show how it is to be accomplished.
It is promised, but that is all. The hope is placed before our
eyes, but not the manner of attainment.
Doom Jeremiah is essentially a prophet of doom. Like
Kosea, he has the belief t'nat his nation is in a peculiar
sense the chosen of Jehovah, They have been led, guided, and
protected by Ilim in the past. He has watched over Israel, his
favored. But his chosen has proved faithless. His people have
forsaken him, and have chosen iriauorallty, idolati'y, and wickedness
instead. They have desecrated his temple, aiid violated his
comiaaiadraents • Their ways are evil, and their actions an
abomination unto Jehovah,
1, Longacre, A Prophet of tlie Spirit
,
p. 117
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But tlie people, in spite of their sinful lives, have
a feeling that because they have continued faithfully in the
externals of religion, they deserve the continued favor and
protection of Jehovah, They have put their trust in the external
teRiple. Their spiritual natures aiid their finer feelings have
beconie dull under the continual practices of evil that have
been theirs, Jeremiah strongly attacks this self-satisfaction
aiid striugness which is content v/ith superficiality, and at the
same tine practices that v/hich is iniquitous. He foretells
the judgment which is bound to f ollov/ such actions as those of
his people. They cannot hope to continue in the favor of God
as his chosen. He pleads with his people to change their v.e.y3,
and return in humble repentance unto Jehovaia, their God. But
the years pass by, and the people still follow their selfish
desires. The prophet cones to the place ivhcre he feels that
hope must be abandoned, for there is no moving the heart of his
nation. Justice, the justice of Jehovah must surely come in
judgment upon these evil-doers. Even though it should happen that
Moses and SaiEuel would intercede for the people, it would be of
no avail. They have gone too far in their evil way. Death
and destruction are what the immediate future holds for Judah.
Restoration Jeremiah does not stop here, with doom, and no
message of hope for the future, he lc)<I?l\5' a time when the
justice of God, having been satisfied, his people vjill again
be restored and live faitlifully under his rule. There v.'ill be
f(
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a faithful reiimant which v/ill be rescued from exile, and this
group will foimi the basis of the nevj ^.ingdor.i of God» Tliese
people Yifill in due time be saved f roia Babylon, and be brought
back to Jerusalem. The Babylonian power will "oc broken, send
the exiles* return v^ill be glorious; so great that it will
overshadow the deliverance from Egypt. The Jerusalem of the
present, being evil and sinful, v/ill be destroyed, but there
will emerge a new Jerusalem in which the exiles will live,
obeying God and his commandments. The Davidic line has had
rulers who have been worthless and a disgrace to their heritage.
Over the restored city there will reign a descendant of David,
righteous, wise, and just. The nevj" coven;an.t, of v/hich we have
already spoken, TJill be enacted, and the people brought into
closer fellov/ship v/ith God. Religion v/ill be a matter of the
spirit, not of external symbolism. As a result of this inner
fellowship with God, there will come a ne^v sense of responsib-
ility. The individual will be responsible for the right said
wrong in his life. Finally, tliere will c ome a time v/hen all
of the nations, having seen the wonderful power of Jehovah,
will see him as the true God, and will then talce their place
simong those of the redeemed. Jeremiah, then, is the prophet
of doom for his people. But it is a doom out of vmich vvill
come a purified and deeply religious Israel. A nation of
righteousness, seeking to knov/ God ond do his will. The new
kingdom of God will come on eai'th.
Suffer irtg Like Habakkuk, the prophet Jeremiali v/as one of the
0
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pioneers on the problem of sufferiiig. Dut unlike Kabakkuk,
his contribution Vv-as in the field of suffering as it relates to
the individual. "^"Mierefore, doth the ^vay of the v/icked prosper
VJherefore are all they at ease that deal treacherously?" The
implication here is that the v/icked should suffer for tixeir
misdeeds, but appai'ently they do not, ¥«"lien he asks v/hy such a
condition should exist, his ansv;er is that the fact is so
commonplace that there is no particular reason v/hy he should
concern himself and worry over it. Further, in his case his
ovm peculiar individual sufferings drove thcto^^.c^pnfiiso^^eneral
suffering from his direct thought, lie speaks from his ovn
personal experience. He deals not with the general idea of
suffering, but makes his contact and approach to the problem
from the suffering in his own life.
Here was e^a&n T/ho by nature was a lover of peace.
Contrary to his natural desire a.rd instinct, he was called
upon to enter into the affairs of ;r.an and be a fighter, lie
was a man of deep feeling; a man who vrauld have made a fine
husbajid and a devoted father. A man v/hose natural tendency
led him to family life. But, because of his prophetic vision
and insight, the joys of a home and family Y/ere denied to him.
For he could not, and \/ould not, bring children into the v/orld,
merely to be slain by the enemy, which he could see was coming
1. Jeremiah, 12:1
c
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in the near future to destroy his people.
Due to his prophetic utterances and attempts to
guide his nation and its leaders, he v.'as often persecuted.
His motives were misunderstood; he Avas accused of being a
traitor to Judaii; he v/as scourged, iir^risoned, cut off from
human f ellov/ship, v/hether in prison, or free to mingle r.lth men.
Further, the prophet T/as forced to speak the doom of his nation;
to pronounce a future of disaster and chaos for all that vas
near and dear to him. lie could see the end of the path TAiich
Judah and her leaders were following. The policy of the nation
could only end ultimately in destruction. It fell to nis lot
to pronounce this destruction both by worft aiid action.
Fijaally, aiid here it is that v/e have the cmy. of
Jeremiah's experience^ he felt tliat God had not treated him
fairly, God had enticed arjd over-persuaded him into the role of
the prophet, only to withdraw his support, and leave Jeremiah to
face persecution aloig. As a result of this feeling, he was
rebellious and angry toward God, But this attitude '.vas not
his permanent view iIhHMI his relation to God. Ke felt rather,
that this was a feeling which he should eliminate in his contact
v/ith his God^ tnat his rebellious utterance v;as not v/orthy of
his high relation to God. The idea is suggested that fellowship
vjith God is of such high value that we/6ught not to consider
suffering as compared with it. This is Jeremiali's great
offering to the problem of suffering. He demonstrated that it
r1
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vras not iricons istent for .one who had close fellov.'ship vdth God
to suffer; and f\arther, that this close fello\vship removed any
cause for rebellion against the T^ill and justice of God#
Jereraiali did not settle the problem of suffering.
He rather learned how to live with suffering, and still keep
his high and intimate connection v/ith God, In this \/ay he
could keep his inner poise aiid equilibriura of spirit, \\rhich
would enable hiiii to withstand the vicissitudes of life.
Summary Jeremiaii was a prophet, a nan, a leader of his
people. He, like Isaiaxi, v;as the statesman for his country.
He stood for the true God, Jehovah; and for morality, and loyalty
to ideals. He was raisunderstood and disliked; but he stood true
and firm to the truth as he sav; and understood it. He was self-
sacrificing and devoted to the cause of Jehovah and Judali. His
was the noble spirit. There is no great difficulty in believing
that the prophet who gave the picture of the suffering servant
of Jehovah, had Jeremiaii in mind. "He was despised aiad rejected
of man; a man of sorrov/s and acquainted with gricd; and as one
from whom men hide their face he v;as despised and we esteemed
him not. Surely he hath borne our griefs ai\d carried our
sorro\vs, yet v/e did deem him stricken, smitten of Guu, ar.d
jvfflicted. But he was vjounded for our transgressions, he was
bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement of our peace v/as
upon him, and v/ith his stripes we are healed."
i
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Surmaary
We have atteiapted to px-esent, in a rather broad and
svreeping su.rvey, the trends of history and rolii.;ion as seen in
Judah during the seventh century B. C. Beginning with Hezekiah,
v^e have seen how the Assyrian advai^ces v/ere v/ithstood. We have
noted the superficial religious reforras which were enacted und.er
this king. He in turn was followed by Laasseh, whose policy
was that of reaction against tl^e religion of Jehovah, and the
reforms which had gone before. Under hi:a, the prophetic party
was persecuted, and heathenism and idolatry flourished. He
was succeeded by iiiuon, whose successor was Josiari. He, u-.j.:^„j
his predecessors, was a just and religious king. Doririg his
reign, the book of the Law was discovered, a>id the reforr.is
which it commanded v/ere carried out. He :..ct his death aL
Llogiduo, attempting to halt the advance of Hecho of Egypt, who
was on his way to seize the western lands of the decadent
Assyrian Eupire. ?Iis soii Jehoahaz came to bhe throne, only to
be removed by Necho, and replaced by another son, Jehoiaicim.
Jehoiakim was a miniature of Lianas sen. Selfish, cruel, and
irreligious. During this period, Ilineveh liad fallen under the
combined impact of the Medes and the Clmldeans. I<Iecho had been
defeated at Carchemish by j!/ebuchadroz^'.l>ir, which victory gave
the Chaldeans the luastery of the west, Judah becaiiie a vassal
of Babylon. Johoiakiia finally ieuelled against Babylon, and
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foi'tunately, pcinarja, uc aiod before liebuchadrezzdr reached
Jei'usaleni, ilis son Jehoiachin \ms taken captive to Babylon, and
Zedekiaii appointed king. The city suffcrcid its first deporta-
tion of citizens, and loss of wealth, Zedex-.iah in turn chose
to rebel against Babylon, and in 586 B, C, Jerusalem vas
captured and destroyed by the Babylonian forces. The greater
part of the population were taken captive to Babylon, the city
was sacked, and its v/ealth appropriated. Goc91iah vas made
governor over the remnant, only to die at the hand of an
assassin. The remaining leaders fled to ^gypt, luarking the end
of Cttiy type of established Jewish state at that tii^o.
In religioii, i'ouA' ^^lophous ha.vo '^ouii ucnsidered..
Three of them are minor prophets, Zeohaniah, Na^um, and Habakkuk.
The last to be considered v/as Jeremiah, one of the greatest of
the Hebrev^ prophetic spirits. Zephaniali contributed his theme
of universal judgment aiid day of doom, M. urn his intense
nationalism, and Habakkuk his eterns-l message of living through
faith. Jei-Giiiisii, as v/e iiave seen, made religion a nust ter of
the relationship betv^een man and his God. He individualized
religion. He lifted religion from tlie plane of external
ceremonialism, and made it a spiritual force. He showed men
how the age-long said ever-present problem of suffering might
be met, and, if not overcome, at least subduyd. ^11 of these
men contributed in the growth and development of the Hebrew
religion, but mq must state that it is from Habakkuk and
f(ft
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Jeresmiah that we receive the greatest a.nd highest truths.
This period in the history arid religion of Israel
Avas one of transition and change. Tho kir-gs and leaders seeniod
to T/aver between reform raoveraents and rciaction. Tlaere v/ere
periodic revolts and rebellions against overlords. The
Assyrian empire fell, to be f ollov;ed by the Babylonian po7;er.
The prophets in turn were ai'fected by the historical develop-
ments, and they are largely concerned with the political aspect
of their time. Uncertainty seems to prevail in mucli of their
writings. Finally, the Jewish state vanished, and all seemed
lost. But through the ages have come the -vvords of Jeremiaii,
and men have seen in Ilabakkuk that for Wi^ich they sought, "The
righteous shall live by his faith."
With the picture before us of the various movements
v/hich constitute the history of seventh-century Israel; the
portrait of the leaders vdio guided her destiny in that period;
hearing the high and far-flung voices of the prophets; in toto
with the realization of the tremendous legacy which we have
received from the Hebrew race, and splendid heritage wiiich is
ours; with this picture before us let us cease our work, for
"Fnat is to be is written."
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